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Life Begins at Forty:A Brief History of the Commission
Ewald B. NyquistDeputy Commissioner of EducationThe University of the State of New York1961
ForewordThis history was undertaken at the request of a committee, composed of Charles C. Tillinghast, Karl G.Miller, Robert C. Clothier, and Gene Gisburne, designated by Father McGinley, President of theAssociation, to develop a suitable brochure on the history of the Association in commemoration of its75th anniversary.Not uncharacteristically, I disregarded the instructions about length which Tilly gave me when Ireluctantly accepted the assignment. I did not have time, in the first place, to write a short history.Secondly, I wrote what I thought would be interesting to some and what I had an affection for. It was a lot.As anticipated, the manuscript I submitted to the committee was too long and had to be edited to halfits original length. Karl Miller, the flatterer, suggested that I duplicate the original manuscript anddistribute copies to those who might have either the time or the inclination to read it. Temptation iswhat a man crawls away from hoping it will overtake him. I succumbed to Karl’s suggestion.As is the case with modem research in sociology, I do not know whether what I have included isimportant; I do know it is true. It is based on close scrutiny of all minutes since 1919 and allproceedings since 1917 - plus memory, of course. I hope the affection with which this history waswritten shows through the dull parade of facts and the amiable irreverence. It is dedicated to all thosewho have made the Commission the best group I ever knew. —Ewald B. NyquistHonorary ‘60
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“In the beginning, there was light and Adam. ”
This opening assertion is intended to convey several notions:1. Commission, as it is affectionately called by those who are intimately allied or acquainted with itswork, began its life in a favorable climate of deep insights into the educational process and the purpose of accrediting;2. These insights were the product of gifted men;3. But, to reverse what Voltaire suggested, it is with men as it is with books, a very small number play a very great part;4. Adam Leroy Jones and his initial group of colleagues established the precedent, carried down to thepresent, that the work of the Commission depends heavily on the personal leadership of its Chairmanand a small, devoted group of colleagues; and5. The Commission has, from the beginning, approached its task with a lightness of touch, a judicious levity, an amiable irreverence for pomposity and superficial but cherished academic practiceand belief. Not unrelated is the Commission’s historical attitude of hospitality towards experimentation. The accrediting process can be a grim ritual. A sense of humor, as Mark Van Doren has said, is the sign that a body “wants all the truth, and sees more sides of it than can be soberly andsystematically stated."A brief summary of the historical development of accrediting is in order. In the two decades precedingthe establishing of the Commission, note had been taken by several agencies and institutions of thechaotic condition of admissions standards, transferability of credits, and graduation requirements in apluralistic system of higher education and of the shocking nature of professional education, notablymedicine. The Bureau of Education (now the United States Office) in carrying out its statistical andreportorial functions, had noted that despite “innumerable efforts to give a definition of a college, theword still remains almost as hard to define as ‘gentle man'.” It had recently been frustrated andestopped, by no less a source than the President of the United States, from issuing a nationalaccredited list.Similarly, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, finding it necessary to determine the eligibility of institutions to participate in its college  faculty retirement program, established certaincriteria defining a higher institution. The memorable Flexner report on medical education had recentlyresulted in the establishment of standards for medical schools with the dramatic result that largenumbers promptly ceased to operate.The North Central Association and the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, in thepreceding five years, had embraced the accrediting function and had issued lists of accredited colleges. The Association of American Universities, concerned with establishing a list of institutions whosegraduates would be eligible for admission to the then popular German universities, had been inaccrediting work for three years. Finally, Adam Leroy Jones, being from New York, was well aware ofthe historical accrediting function (born 1784) of the New York State Education Department, both inthis country and abroad.As an early member of the Commission, George F. Zook, put it, “Fear of government in educationalaffairs and yet a realization that there must be some means of educational control and guidanceproduced the accrediting agency."This is prologue. Its significance was undoubtedly recognized by Adam Leroy Jones, Professor ofPhilosophy and Director of University Admissions at Columbia University, when on the afternoon of November 30, 1917, his remarks at the 31st Annual Convention of the Association, caused it to establish a Committee on Standardization of Colleges (note the intent). Not unexpectedly, Jones was named Chairman.
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It is probably not fortuitous that this Convention included a stimulating address, full of trenchantinsights and humor by Claude M. Fuess, Secretary of the Carnegie Foundation. He spoke ofEducational Surveys, primarily their values, but their defects, too. With gentle reproof, he chided theAssociation for admitting any college desiring its fellowship. One wonders if Jones and Fuess hadconspired in advance to create a setting which would make inevitable the final outcome.Note should be taken of the historical close cooperation between the state education departments ofthe territory and the Association. In these early days, this intimacy manifested itself, in one instance, inthe membership of the University of the State of New York (the overreaching constitutional concept inNew York which includes the State Education Department) in the Association, the designation of thatDepartment’s Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education, Augustus S. Downing, as a member of theCommittee headed by Jones, and the eventual adoption of initial standards which were identical tothose promulgated by New York.In 1919, the Committee reported on its recommendations for defining an institution of higher learning, the standards to be employed in interpreting the definition, and the establishment of a Commission tobe the custodian and interpreter of the standards, as well as to adopt lists of accredited institutions.Though they did not go without comment, all recommendations were adopted as presented.Several things are noteworthy:1. Jones did an admirable job of persuading the Association to enter into the accreditingfunction. The conservative East is not easily convinced of the worthiness of new academicdepartures. He was well informed on the history and the precedents for accrediting.2. The definition of a college and the standards were generally quantitative (“an institution musthave at least eight professors”; “there should be a minimum productive endowment, beyond all indebtedness, of at least $500,000" etc.) It is characteristic of a new accrediting agency to setquantitative standards which institutions must meet to establish their eligibility for accreditation.This is in the nature of the Anglo-Saxon tradition of fixing minimum limits below which behavior is not to be tolerated. As an accrediting agency matures, it develops in the direction of theGreek tradition of establishing norms, ideals of behavior, criteria of excellence.3. Nevertheless, there were some qualitative standards, so defined, as Jones said, because “It is not possible to formulate a set of standards that will enforce themselves."4. The standards were to be administered flexibly; that is, deficiencies in some could becounterbalanced by excellence in others. This policy still endures.5. Because the definition and standards were, in some respects, general, and could not, in anycase, be administered without discretion, a Commission was proposed whose purpose was to judge the extent to which institutions applying for accreditation met the standards but also to judge “the degree of conscientiousness and thoroughness and the success with which theaccepted standards are being enforced” after they had become members. The aim was to induce institutions to conform more than they had; the approach was inspectoral in theexercise of a police function; the concern was with the group-self comprised of the communityof institutions which has its own function of creating standards and disciplining itself. These arealso symptomatic of an immature accrediting agency.Only institutions which were liberal arts colleges or which were liberal arts divisions of universities were to be eligible for accreditation. This limitation was not surprising in view of the classical development of higher education. Other forms of higher education were simply not understood by the older andnarrower community of the liberal tradition. While other types of institutions were to become eligiblein due course for accreditation, it was not until 1954 that the Commission abandoned its lastremaining quantitative requirement that an institution have at least two years of liberal arts in itsprogram before it could be considered eligible for accreditation.It is noteworthy, too, that while membership in the Association was largely unrestricted, accreditationwas to result in a listing of only part of the Association’s member colleges. The stage was set for adebate.
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A Commission of 14 members was formed which included Jones as Chairman; three members of stateeducation departments; three secondary school administrators; and five other representatives fromhigher education, including, besides Jones, four professors and only one dean.While the absence of any college president on the first Commission may or may not be significant, thepresence of five professors certainly was. It was intended that the central engagement of highereducation, the teaching and the learning process, was to be the focus. The standards adopted certainlyprove that at least the conditions conducive to the establishment and maintenance of quality in theintellectual function of an institution, were to be of prime concern, not the ad ministrative aspects.1 Columbia, Princeton, The Johns Hopkins, the University of Pennsylvania, Haverford, and Vassar wererepresented in the membership. It was a distinguished group which, because it knew competence,could therefore recognize it in others.In 1920, the Commission busied itself in developing a questionnaire (“blank”) for the collection ofinformation from colleges and in securing information, pertinent to the standards adopted, about anumber of colleges from the U. S. Bureau of Education and the New York State EducationDepartment. The Commission soon found that it had underestimated the amount of time it would take to develop the first list of accredited institutions. During the ensuing year, one of the Commissionmembers was to complain that meetings of the Commission were called to order on daylight savingtime and dismissed on Eastern Standard time. It became a familiar plaint. The Commission’s standardfor long hours and hard work was set early.But more importantly, the Commission could not resist the blandishments of special pleading. Fromhumanitarian considerations, it decided to wait one year in order to permit some borderlineinstitutions which would otherwise have been left off the initial list, time to qualify for inclusion withinthe year.In 1921, vigorous opposition was organized by several college presidents, particularly fromPennsylvania, against the adoption of an accredited list. On arriving at the entrance to the hall atSwarthmore where the convention was held, one of the protesting presidents who had previouslyappeared for the same purpose at a Commission meeting, was greeted by Adam Leroy Jones with, “Do we still shake hands?” During the convention, this president conceded that his earlier remarksmight have been expressed with more asperity than was his custom.As might be expected, the most turgid, emotional, and often irrelevant prayers for relief were made bypresidents of institutions scheduled to be left off the initial accredited list. There were appeals to apreferred reliance on reasonable systems of standardization coming from state authority (undoubtedly,the last time this plea ever was made); references to “irreparable harm to institutions left off the list”;analogues in the “little group that guards St. Peter’s gate”; “gracious womanhood”; “heirs of eternity”;and a Thanksgiving season as a “season of darkness and shadow from which they will not easilyemerge.”Jones cool-headedly prevailed and put the meeting in focus, with a real assist from Wilson Farrand, aCommission member. An original list of 59 institutions approved by the Commission was accepted bythe Association. Accredited membership in the Association, granted by the Commission, continues tobe the policy. It is a good one.
4
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1 In the long run, this initial emphasis shifted to more peripheral concerns and had to be re-focused in 1957.
Certain comments on the original list need to be made because they put later developments in betterperspective.1. The list included ten institutions which, eventually, either did not live up to their earlierpromise or else deteriorated in competence to the point where the Commission had to actadversely, in some cases dropping them from the accredited list.2. Although earlier it had not been contemplated that visits to institutions would be made foraccreditation purposes, a suggestion at the 1920 convention that provision be made forfirst-hand observation was implemented. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeaching supplied funds which supported visits requested by any institution. One may hazardthe guess that visitation was not required probably because the most competent institutionsmight have become disenchanted with the whole idea of accrediting on that basis. Emphasis inthe visits was on inspection.3. The defeat of the original motion put by the Pennsylvania group that the accredited list notbe made public was defeated by a vote of 73 to 62. By this narrow margin, the function ofaccrediting of higher institutions was assumed by the Association.4. Several institutions were publicly identified as worthy but not worthy enough for inclusion onthe original list. This was a practice not followed in modern times. To divulge the name of aninstitution which is just not quite good enough or which is in trouble is a form of pitilesspublicity probably never intended in 1921 and never practiced since.One early practice of the Commission should not go without comment. Before action was taken onaccreditation, the president of an institution was notified to appear at a Commission meeting. Theseappearances must sometimes have been grim solemnities or accompanied by something less thandisinterested observation and comment. The Commission acted somewhat like a high tribunal. Thecustom was abandoned several years later as unfruitful, inhumane, and unnecessary in view of othersources of information developed by the Commission’s new approaches. A recently initiatedmovement by the American Council on Education to coordinate the work of the various accreditingagencies in order to make their practice more uniform, resulted in the adoption by the Association in1922 of new standards. The old ones had not lasted long.In the first place, it was an avowed objective to the Commission to work in harmony with the standards of other accrediting interests. Secondly, the standards substituted differed little except in specific andquantitative respects from those adopted in 1919. Number eight was noteworthy in that it provided for regular visitation to new institutions seeking accreditation.At this meeting, also, opportunity was provided for the Association to consider the eligibility of normalschools and teachers colleges for accreditation. A motion to that effect did not even receive a second.It was to be fifteen years later before traditional attitudes softened sufficiently to permit suchinstitutions to acquire gilt by association with liberal arts colleges who were slow to relinquish theirpatents of academic nobility.A noteworthy policy put into effect in 1924 was one which is still preserved to this day: namely,provision for systematic review of member institutions, although in 1924 it was not crystallized as are-evaluation cycle. The institutions first approved in 1921 were asked again to supply questionnaireinformation concerning the way in which the Commission’s standards were being met. The CarnegieFoundation again supported the review.The highlight of the 1925 convention was the question raised from the floor about the desirability ofincluding engineering institutions on the accredited list. In 1926, a motion to do so was adopted by the Association. It is puzzling how the Commission could have first established a standard of catering onlyto liberal arts colleges, subsequently excluded teachers colleges from its purview, and then embracedengineering institutions with their largely technical and professional curriculums.
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In 1927, the first engineering schools were listed. It thus became possible, because the Commissionwas really accrediting programs not entire institutions, for a single institution to be listed twice on theaccredited list. This happened with Villanova whose liberal arts (1921) and engineering programs(1931) were separately accredited and listed. This was an atomistic approach which would beremedied in due course. It is interesting to note that while teachers colleges and junior colleges werelater to be separately listed from the other accredited institutions, engineering institutions were fromthe first amalgamated along with the liberal arts colleges into a single list.In 1927, too, the Commission proposed and the Association accepted a recommendation that juniorcolleges be considered eligible for accreditation. Separate standards were adopted which amountedreally to an abbreviated or junior version of those already existing for four-year liberal arts colleges.Junior colleges had already been considered eligible for accreditation by other regional accreditingagencies; the American Council on Education, as reported earlier, interested in promoting uniformityin accrediting throughout the United States, had sponsored the development of uniform standards.It was not until five years later, though, that the first two junior colleges were added to the accreditedlist. In the meantime, the Commission had, as the police offense puts it, “loitered with intent.” Juniorcolleges, as a form of higher education, clearly puzzled the Commission. The whole development wasnew; some of them were of a proprietary nature; certain of them had objectives different from those of four-year liberal arts colleges, namely, technical-terminal aims. In the end the Commission had to alterthe junior college standards adopted earlier to fit realistic situations.In 1931, it was voted by the Association that, effective in 1933, a condition of being a full member ofthe Association was accreditation by the appropriate Commission. Non-accredited colleges couldbecome members of the Association by paying dues but were to be separately listed without vote.The Commission was now over a decade in age, and it began to concern itself with (or had forcedupon it) an increasing number of the major problems of higher education. Graduate work was one.Abuses in intercollegiate athletics was another which has appeared on the Commission’s agenda eversince with all the annual regularity of Thanksgiving. On this perennial favorite, to use Thomas Mann’swords, the Commission has worn its eyebrow permanently lifted. It is almost as if the academiccommunity were afraid of having its otherwise undisputed virtue and exemplary conduct becomemonotonous.The Commission resolved that the practice of awarding athletic scholarships was undesirable, wasdisapproved by the Commission, and that, beginning with 1933, any institution which granted orcontinued such scholarships would be held disqualified for inclusion on the accredited list. Theresolution was not without inherent angularity, and, once communicated to the membership, did notgo without notice or galvanic reaction in several quarters. Over the next four years, the Commissionfended off all criticism and even strengthened its original policy. It voted that it would be theexpectation of the Commission that a college would not only refrain from subsidizing athletics butwould not permit such subsidization by alumni or others.Beginning to be uneasy about compliance, the Commission sent a questionnaire to each college on the accredited list enrolling men, asking two questions: Whether the college was complying fully with theresolution on the granting of athletic scholarships and whether the institution was attempting to prevent the subsidizing of athletes by others. There was a complete return.The convention report of the Commission for 1933 records:The Commission wishes to express its great gratification that the institutions on the approved listare observing the regulation regarding athletic scholarships and that even some of thosepresidents who questioned most strongly the policy adopted by the Association are complyingmost loyally with the regulation.Upon reflection, it seems probable that several institutions were not in harmony with the Commission’s action and that their uniform replies indicated a canting simulation of goodness. At any rate, the end of the problem was not yet in sight.
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Note should be made of the anticipated need for what later became an Executive Committee of theCommission. The Commission, with its increasing volume of business, found it necessary to establishsome means of securing prompt action on any questions which might be submitted for the attention of the Commission. A sub committee of members residing in or near New York (since the Chairman andthe offices were in New York City) was appointed to give an early screening to matters to be referred to the Commission. It was otherwise without power.Note should be taken, too, that in the early history of the Commission, the question was raised byRoberts College in Istanbul whether it could be accredited by the Commission. The Commission wasnot unsympathetic, but this problem, too, was to appear with annoying frequency until the recentestablishment of a national policy on extraterritorial jurisdiction among the regional agencies.One final comment about 1933 is in order. It was protested that while there were 35 Roman Catholicinstitutions on the approved list, there was no representative of such institutions on the Commission.The Commission quite rightly replied that no member of the Commission was regarded as arepresentative to the Association as a whole. But it is interesting to note that at the Commissionmeeting at the end of the year the Commission voted to recommend to the Association that thenumber of members at large on the Commission be increased by one. The proceedings for 1933 showthe membership of the Commission as including a representative of a Catholic institution.Thoughtlessness, protest, reaction, and accommodation were to be repeated once again.The Commission was maturing rapidly. It was reported to the Convention in 1934 that the Commission had never interpreted its largely quantitative standards literally, they were flexible, and therefore theCommission was going to explore whether the standards could not be re-written to make it clearer that the Commis sion’s standards were concerned with “seriousness of purpose, the honesty of aim, and the excellence of the work done.”The significant declaration of interest came in the same year that Adam Leroy Jones died. The actionand his death closed one era and opened another in the life of the Commission.Jones was an exceptional person. He deserved every encomium expressed informally and in theseveral eulogies formulated on his behalf. The Commission would undoubtedly have come into beingsome other time. But the balanced amalgam in one person of tact, high intelligence, perceptiveness, afine sense of equity, unselfishness, earnest devotion, wide educational background, and courage indealing with difficult situations, advanced the years of the Commission’s creation and made it then, asit is now, a practical instrument and a seminal force for good.It should not go unremarked that his skillful and harmonious blend of the concerns of a practicingfaculty member with those of a pioneering director of university admissions brought a specialsignificance to his leadership of the Commission. This unusual alliance of insights gave a broad visionand special thrust to the Commission which it has never lost. The Commission is deeply indebted toAdam Leroy Jones. He led out in front.Wilson Farrand, then Headmaster of Newark Academy, and soon to become Clerk of the Board ofPrinceton University, was designated as Acting Chairman. Farrand had been a member of theCommission since its beginning and brought a wide school and college experience to thechairmanship. He was a natural choice. His brief tenure from 1934 to 1937 was characterized by acontinuation of the policies which had been set in the past—all except one, that is.The Commission and he felt a need for a Secretary who would assist in administering to a growingvolume of work. It was probably thought, too, that the files and offices of the Commission should beretained in a centrally located institution of higher learning. Accordingly, Jones’ successor as Director of University Admissions at Columbia, Frank Hamilton Bowles, was requested to serve as Secretary. Thuswas established a familiar pattern.One may question the logic in what seems, at this remove in time, some odd behavior, which as James Thurber’s hair-raising remark has it, was not entirely unmeaningless.
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A significant change was made in the junior college standards in that proprietary institutions might beconsidered for accreditation.2 During the year, another question was raised about the inclusion ofteachers colleges. This time the prevailing attitude of the Commission towards such institutionsmanifested itself in the suggestion to the Commission on Secondary Schools that the latter accreditthem! It had tried every evasion.The Commission took an action which reflected the growing uneasiness it has exhibited over the yearssince adopting its resolutions concerning the undesirability of athletic scholarships. At the 1935convention Farrand reported that although the presidents of higher institutions were piously assertingthey were living up to the standards, the Commission thought otherwise. The Commission hadadmitted that it could not enforce the standard and, therefore, was rescinding its earlier resolution.Farrand closed his report to the convention by saying:“...although in the face of manifest opposition we are unable to enforce the rule, theCommission takes this opportunity to reiterate its firm conviction that no college that grantsathletic scholarships is worthy of a place on our accredited list.”This action in the history of the Commission has suggested facetiously to one of the chairman of theCommission that its continuing preoccupation with setting standards for intercollegiate athletics isgoverned by a Rule of Ten, namely, that a cycle of reform and relapse is completed every decade.There is also a derivative, a worthwhile corollary entitled the Law of Diminishing Concern: Untilrenewed, the intensity of the Commission’s concern with intercollegiate athletics diminishes inverselyas the square of the distance in years from its original sources. Finally, if a history is permitted anotherfacetious reference, what is known as the Harvard Law of Animal Behavior is not unrelated to someaspects of accrediting and academic deportment: Under carefully controlled conditions, organismsbehave as they damn well please.The first intimation of what was to become a close cooperative relationship with all specializedaccrediting agencies, was contained in a decision by the Commission, made upon request, to adviseany institution with a law school that it was highly desirable for the institution to have the schoolaccredited by the American Bar Association.The Commission in 1936 also voted to concern itself with institutions in Puerto Rico. Favorable actionwas taken to increase the territory of the Association, undoubtedly, on the basis that New York Citywas a port of entry for emigrating Puerto Ricans and that Columbia University had long associated itself with educational work in Puerto Rico. (Was it also difficult to foreclose so early the opportunity of truejunkets to the irenic and exotic Caribbean?) Similar logic eventually incorporated the Canal Zone.Parenthetically, it should be remarked that the Middle States territory, by comparison, is still a smallone. Puerto Rico and the Canal Zone add spice, of course. Nevertheless, the Commission is aware that the smallness in size of the territory creates easy accessibility and is conducive to an intimacy ofinterrelation ships which bring flavor to its work. In short, propinquity is of special significance in the life of the Commission.In 1936, too, the Commission voted to set up standards for the accreditation of graduate work. Suchstandards were later adopted but only as guides for “inspectors” rather than for setting up a graduatelist of institutions.The Commission found itself unable to resist the mounting pressure put upon it to consider teacherscolleges eligible for accreditation in their own right as a form of higher learning. Accordingly, it voted to establish standards and a separate list for teachers colleges, thus, continuing the fractionatedapproach to the accreditation of higher education established from the beginning of its founding andreaffirmed with the admission of engineering programs and junior colleges.
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2 One wonders as to the intent of this shift since the Commission also voted to alter its standards in sucha way that a proprietary institution conducted primarily for profit would be unable to meet them.
The Commission vote to revise its standards for four-year colleges and junior colleges and to draw up a “Manual of Accrediting Procedure for the Use of Inspectors.” The latter was not accomplished forsome years. The move to review the standards was undoubtedly motivated by a similar pioneeringaction taken by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in 1934.Wilson Farrand retired as chairman and was made the first honorary member of the Commission.David A. Robertson, President of Goucher and long a Commis sion member, succeeded him.Nineteen hundred and thirty-seven saw the accreditation of the first teacher education institution,namely, Montclair State Teachers College of New Jersey. The Commission found to its surprise anddelight that a state teachers college could be so good as to generate discussion in the Commission onwhether it should be placed on the list as a liberal arts institution or as a teachers college. It should notgo unnoticed that the Commission’s favorable attitude towards Montclair was due in no small measureto the institution’s president, Harry A. Sprague, who in 1938 became a member of the Commissionand later an honorary member. His contribution to the Commission’s work, especially in teachereducation, was original, significant, and enduring.The highlight of 1937 was the announcement of revised principles and standards for accreditinginstitutions of higher education. These standards were a marked departure from those originallyadopted and only partially revised in isolated instances in the previous years. They were largelyqualitative; urged but did not require self-evaluation of an institution as a whole. The purpose of aninstitution was emphasized although accreditation was not yet to be granted in terms of an institution’sfulfillment of its purposes and objectives. The main emphasis was to be placed on the manner in which the institution as a whole performed its task of instruction.One noteworthy change, probably never implemented, pertained to junior colleges. Such institutionscould be wholly devoted to technical courses and still be eligible for accreditation. It is probably thatthe Commission at that time did not have in mind the modern terminal community college or instituterecognized now as operating on the level of higher education since no such institution was accrediteduntil 15 years later.A questionnaire also was adopted in order to solicit information from institutions making applicationfor accreditation and from member institutions on a three-to-five-year cycle.The Commission was at the half-way point in evolving from quantitative to qualitative standards, fromminima to norms, from emphasis on the fulfillment of technical requirements to accreditation in termsof the practical effect given to purpose, and from an atomistic or surgical concern with part of aninstitution to evaluation and recognition of a college as a whole.In 1938, the Commission was first approached by institutions of narrow specialized interests forinclusion on the accredited list. This was not to occur until 16 years later. Signs appeared of organizeddiscontent with accrediting at large, meaning the quantitative approach, the proliferation of accrediting agencies, and excessive costs, and were discussed in a memorable meeting called by the AmericanCouncil on Education. In the councils of the Commission and at the Association’s conventions,Robertson convincingly interpreted to the Association the work of the Commission in the light of thecriticisms being leveled at accrediting.In 1941, it was apparent that the Commission was taking unto itself an increasing number of collegepresidents, then six out of 12 members. It was to become an unwritten general policy in the future that the Commission should be largely composed of the chief executive officers of higher institutions.The Association evinced its concern with the abuses of Associate membership and with the confusioncaused by having a category for member institutions which were not accredited and announced itsintention to change the practice in that regard. The change was finally accomplished in 1945. But onenotes with interest a proposal in 1961 to make an essential return to the practice of Associate
9
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membership, namely, a formal recognition and listing of institutions seeking candidacy for MiddleStates membership and accreditation.For the first time in 1943, more than one inspector (“agent” was a popular term) was used in visitingan institution for accrediting purposes.3 Up until this time it was ordinary practice to use only oneCommission member for an institution. Eventually, an evaluation would require as many as 70 people. Granted the high ability and perceptiveness of the Commission’s members to judge an institution’scompetence, even so, error (and, perhaps, on occasion senatorial courtesy) sometimes workedinequity. This situation, that the fate of an institution depended on one person’s judgment, was to beremedied.There were growing signs that the Commission would eventually have to address itself to theevaluation of an institution as a whole. In 1943, the Commis sion, upon inquiry, reaffirmed its policythat branches of an institution were not automatically accredited just because the parent institutionwas so blessed.In 1944, Robertson, in his report to the convention, identified a number of issues concerningaccreditation in general and the Commission’s role in particular, including questions about the validityof the accrediting process and its need and purpose. His report was a litany of accrediting’s woes. Mr.Robertson, wisely, had more questions than answers; and some of the questions were mean ones. Hedealt with them in characteristic Commission fashion—with candor. In 1945, the Commission, as had become its custom, once again reviewed its own policies andpractices. Significant proposals were made in 1946. They were intended to shift the emphasis inaccrediting procedures from the maintenance of minimum standards to the improvement ofinstitutions of all types and on all levels. The first step in accomplishing the change involved a radicalrevision of the Commission’s standards and the preparation of a questionnaire. A second step was acomplete and systematic review of the entire higher institutional membership of the Association every12 years. (This cycle was later modified in practice to ten.) The purpose of the visitation was toexamine institutional practices in order to gather data for the eventual establishment of better criteriaby which institutions could be judged for accreditation purposes. If the Commission were to evaluateinstitutions in terms of norms or means rather than minima, it needed actual data sampling the entiremembership to define those norms. It was further anticipated that the data gathered by the inspectorswould eventuate in the preparation of a series of pamphlets, each describing good practice. The finalproposal was to use visitation committees and to draw on the staffs of all member institutions to staffthem. It was envisioned that all major aspects and programs of an entire institution would be observed; on this basis, certainly, more than one or two people would be required. It was, also, assumed that the experience would provide excellent opportunity for exchange of insights between institutions as wellas a training ground for future members. All of these things were to be realized. With the adoption ofthese proposals the stage was set for a new era in the life of the Commission.David A. Robertson, who had been chairman since 1937, resigned. Bowles, Secretary since 1934,became chairman. Again the year marked the close of one era and the beginning of another.Robertson had presided as chairman during a period of unprecedented growth and change in highereducation. From 1937 through 1946 could be characterized as a period of restlessness and flux inhigher education. There was an increased demand for higher education as an aftermath of World WarII. A marked shift in the balance of control of higher education from private auspices, was set inmotion. There was increased concern with quality as a result of the post-World War II enrollments.One may say with conviction that in the era of Robertson’s nine years as Chairman, the basicingredients were formed for fermenting unprecedented general change and what was to become anunparalleled expansion in higher education, in turn to be immediately reflected in the work of theCommission. The “ogre of exponential growth” was not yet abroad; but the beginning of biological,
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3 Elder statesmen report that this was practice before 1943; if so, it is not recorded in either minutes orproceedings before then.
scientific, economic, and political revolutions, largely unrecognized then, were in progress. It is atribute to Robertson that he perpetuated and improved on the traditions of the Commission,maintained the quality of its accrediting, recognized the increasing complexity of the Commission’swork, and helped prepare the ground work for significant and timely change in policy and practice.Mr. Robertson did one other thing. He was the first to raise the question about the desirability of anhistorical practice of the Commission concerning its own membership. Although terms were for threeyears each, the Commission had become in effect a self-perpetuating body. A person did not leave the Commission unless he died or resigned. Mr. Robertson questioned this policy in open convention andannounced his own viewpoint in favor of making increased provision for rotation of membership. Thiswas to come. The eventual result, over a period of time, was a wholesome democratization of theCommission, for which it is recognized today.In 1947 the Commission had it nose broken. The California State Education Department declined torecognize the Middle States Association as an accrediting agency, which indicated that theCommission, in a quarter century of provincial concern, had not yet projected its nature or influencebeyond the Great Divide.The Eastern Regional Unit of the National Catholic Education Association reaffirmed what DavidRobertson had already alluded to, namely, the undesirability of long tenure of members of theCommission. The Commission replied that it was emphatically opposed to quota representation andthat while the Commission favored a policy of reasonable rotation in its membership, it did not favorsuch a policy at this time because of the marked changes, requiring stability, going on in theCommission’s policies and practices. Even so, as had happened once before, it is to be noted that thenext year a member of another Roman Catholic institution was added to the Commission’smembership.Perhaps a word might be inserted at this juncture to characterize prevailing custom in suggestingnominations for membership on the Commission. There are no rigid rules. Due regard is paid to theproportional contribution each political subdivision makes to the total number of higher institutions inthe Association. Since the Commission accredits an institution in terms of its objectives, it seeks todiversify the institutions represented: university, college, junior college, specialized institution;institutions under various sectarian auspices; institutions solely for women or for men; coeducational.Whether or not the candidate under consideration has had experience in working with theCommission on evaluation teams is of importance. Variety in the type of position held by the members is sought—professors, deans, vice-presidents, presidents. In any case, there are no quotas. No memberrepresents only his type of institution. Some types of representation have to be achieved by indirection. Competence is essential.It has been objected that because the Commission is small, and, therefore, cannot directly represent all viewpoints in its membership, and because the workload is increasingly heavy, the Commission should be expanded. This would be fatal in the view of those who have worked with it. There are exampleselsewhere of the consequences of undue size. Expansion would only dilute the deep individual senseof responsibility for the accomplishment of the Commission’s mission and reduce the singular devotion and hard work now characterizing the membership. The Commis sion now has a custom of reachingunanimous consensus on all accreditation and major issues, by compromise if necessary. Its nature as a seamless domestic dispensation would be seriously jeopardized by vast increase. One other thingwould happen: With a larger membership, the Commission would intensify and overbalance itsprofessional secretariat and diminish it own voluntary character.In 1947, declaring a moratorium on new accreditations, the Commission conducted seven pilotinspections according to the new procedures involving a visitation team, new standards, and anenlarged questionnaire. The outcome confirmed the merits envisioned for the new approach.In 1948, Bowles became Director of the College Entrance Examination Board. In a sense he never lefthome: The Middle States Association had spawned that institution and Columbia had contributed sogreatly to it, that in some minds the Board was considered an adjunct of Columbia. With the increasing work of the Commission, Bowles thought that it should again have a secretary, which position had
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been vacant since he left in 1946 to assume the chairmanship. Bowles’ successor as Director ofUniversity Admissions at Columbia, Ewald B. Nyquist, was selected. Thus the Commission’s officescontinued, for the time being, to remain at Columbia.The year 1949 reflected in the Commission deliberations, rising national concern over the abuses andevils of accrediting and the Commission’s commendable participation in national conferences on thesubject. The Commission’s experiences in evaluating an institution as a whole, particularly a largeuniversity, with the assistance of representatives from professional fields and accrediting agencies, were reported as auguring well for the reduction and simplification of accrediting in the future.The marked expansion in the activity of the Commission suggested that it needed to be recognized and enlarged. One may anticipate the action taken in the following year when the Association adoptedconstitutional provisions for enlarging the Commission from 12 to 15 members; restricting membership to no more than two consecutive terms, except that the officers of the Commission could serve at thepleasure of the Commission (this was done to provide stability and to recognize the historicalleadership role which the Chairman and the officers had provided); and creating a Vice Chairmanship.The first Vice Chairman was Paul D. Shafer, President of Packer Collegiate Institute.Without in any sense diminishing the Commission’s pronounced effectiveness, it would not be unfairto ascribe to the Commission’s organization over the years an amiable slackness. Up until this time theleadership was personal, activity was individual, relationships were informal, the workload had notreally required system and extensive organization. Sometimes the Chairman had carried theCommission in a back pocket. Policy was largely kept in the collective wisdom of the Commission andtransmitted to the occasional new member by the process of osmosis provided by close fellowship.It was in 1949, too, that the first overture was made to the Association’s Commission on SecondarySchools to conduct joint evaluations of institutions having both secondary and collegiate programs. It crystallized into a standing policy.Mr. Bowles, having left Columbia, felt, therefore, that since he no longer represented a memberinstitution of the Association, he should resign as Chairman. E. Kenneth Smiley, Vice President ofLehigh University, was elected to succeed him. Mr. Bowles’ contribution to the Commission wasoutstanding. He brought to it the extensive insights, embracing school and college articulation,frequently but not always associated with the experience of being an admissions officer. He had beensimultaneously engaged in accrediting on a national basis for 13 years as a member and as Secretary of the Committee on Classification of the Association of American Universities. His friendliness,constructive imagination and unselfish devotion brought a new plateau of experience and usefulness to the Commission. He created a solid platform from which his successor could launch even moremarked departures. He had been the chief architect of the changes which transported (the word isused advisedly) the Commission, not so much in a different direction but onto a different plane ofaccelerated change. Seldom, in academic affairs, are there successful attempts to introduce noveltyvectors. Bowles did.E. Kenneth Smiley served as Chairman of the Commission for only a little over three years, from 1950 to 1953. But it was a period of the most startling kind and extent of activity, brought about by an increased complexity in relationships between the Commission, its constituency, and nationalorganizations in accrediting work. During his comparatively brief tenure as Chairman, the Commissionassumed a captaincy in accrediting affairs which is recognized nationally.Junior colleges had long felt unloved. Paul Shafer was deliberately made Vice Chairman of theCommission in order to bring into proper focus in the Commission’s work, the place, meaning, andimportance of junior colleges and their burgeoning growth in the form of community colleges.Conferences were initiated with all other agencies having an interest in accreditation. Cooperativerelationships were formally established with state education departments and professional accreditingagencies, looking toward an elimination of duplication of effort and an increased effectiveness onbehalf of the improvement of higher education. Joint questionnaires were developed; a policy ofmutual exchange of confidential information was established; joint schedules of visitation were
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organized, and a practice of common use of evaluative personnel, to represent both the Commissionand the agencies concerned, was inaugurated.The Commission thus provided leadership in reducing what had become intensified professionalism(hardening of the categories) in the proliferated develop ment of accrediting work.The Commission established close relationships with the National Commission on Accrediting whichhad been formed to control, reduce, and give national leadership to the accrediting movement. TheNational Commission, in the full early vigor of giving initial practical effect to its crusading cause, madebrave pronounce ments and uttered “majestic incoherences” about abolishing accrediting. Thepresidents composing the National Commission soon found, for one thing, that their courage did nothave the support of the contrary convictions of the faculties in their own institutions. But, just asimportant, the Commission, on the basis of its own new developments in philosophy, viewpoint,practice, and cooperative relationships with other agencies of specialized interest, was not withoutearly influence on the National Commission on Accrediting. It assisted in setting the NationalCommission in the positive direction of fostering accrediting for the benefit of higher education. Mr. Smiley summed it up at the 1950 convention.“I am happy to report that many expressed fears of inimical relationships between theCommission and the regional accrediting associations appear to be without substantial cause.”New scandals in intercollegiate athletics forced the Commission to develop criteria of excellence inintercollegiate athletics which had widespread influence in reducing abuses.The Commission increased its efficiency and ability to cope with an ever increasing workload. Formalprovision was made for an Executive Committee composed of five Commission members, includingthe officers. By this time, too, it was clearly established that the Commission needed full time assistance to conduct its affairs. It is worthy of note that in moving to employ an Executive Secretary,“The Chairman expressed regret that...the Commission would be professionalizing …[itself] inthat voluntary services would no longer be adequate to consummate the business of theCommission. It was agreed that the dangers inherent in such professionalizing would constitutea matter of regular and careful scrutiny, and if found present, peremptorily eliminated. ”It is eloquent testimony to F. Taylor Jones, former Registrar of Drew University and the Commission’sExecutive Secretary since 1953, that the only difference the Commission and its constituency evernoticed in the transfer from a voluntary to a professionalized basis of support, was a wholesome one. It is appropriate to pause and to recognize the superb performance and contribution made by F. Taylor Jones. He has brought to the Commission and its member institutions keen academic insights and anextraordinary devotion and commitment to the values of the accrediting function. His marked literaryskill has clearly added luster to the substantive content of the Commissions’ documents andcontributed to their national distribution. His tact and skill in handling difficult situations, of whichthere are no small number in accrediting work under the best of circumstances, are considerable. Inthe words of Carl Becker, he has few peers and no equals.A noteworthy step taken by the Commission at this time was the redefinition of the criteria definingeligibility for accredited membership in the Association. All higher institutions, including professionaland highly specialized institutions, were now considered eligible for accreditation (adopted in 1952but effective January 1, 1954). Thus was a problem solved that had been on the Commission’s agendafor two decades. The basis for including the entire community of higher education within theCommission’s purview was a simple one: “A growing consciousness of common heritage and tasks ofall higher education institutions.Henceforth, all non-profit institutions of higher education, whose curriculums provided, emphasized,or rested upon a general or liberal education, were to be eligible for consideration. The lastquantitative requirement of the Commission, two years of liberal arts, had been abolished. From nowon, graduate institutions, technical institutes, and schools of music and art, among others, wereregarded as eligible for accreditation.
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The Commission, previously well-intentioned but long unable to do so, began to develop and publishvarious documents describing good practice and policy in various areas of the Commission’s concern.At this time, they included intercollegiate athletics and master’s degree programs.The increasing democratization of the Commission must be commented on. Roughly, up until about1946, the Commission had been a self-perpetuating body exercising policing functions in themaintenance of minimum standards. During Mr. Bowles’ chairmanship, and increasingly under Mr. Smiley’s, several moves were made to make the Commission less exclusive than it had been.Institutions were not particularly representative of the Association’s membership. They were usuallythose considered most distinguished—the Brahmins of the academic world. The nature of institutionalrepresentation changed.The provision for rotation of membership; the inclusion of women as Commission members; the use of non-Commission members in evaluative work and their attendance at Commission meetings; theattendance, too, of representatives of other agencies interested in accrediting work throughout thecountry; acknowledgment of all higher education as within the purview of the Commission; theprovision of a broader base for the determination of policy (a larger Commission); and, finally, the useof important advisory groups composed of others besides the Commission members, all brought awider circle of influence to bear on the Commission’s affairs. A by-product was increasedcommunication of the Commission’s work, regionally as well as nationally, and a deeper understanding of it. Accrediting had become complex and needed constant interpretation. The Commission was nolonger a closed corporation. It had become an organization, an institution, and not solely an idea.Mr. Smiley retired as Chairman in 1953. His successor was Ewald B. Nyquist, then AssistantCommissioner for Higher Education in the New York State Education Department. It should be notedthat two years previously, when he left Columbia, the Commission’s offices had moved to Albany, thus bringing to a close, on the one hand, a long period of direct affectionate relationship betweenColumbia University and the Commission, and deepening, on the other, a relationship with the NewYork State Education Department which the Commission had had from the beginning. It had beencharacteristic of the Association that its activities heretofore had centered in a few places (Philadelphiaand New York City; the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia University; and Germantown FriendsSchool). The Commission owes an unusual debt of gratitude to Columbia.The removal from Columbia of the Commission’s offices, the employment of an Executive Secretary,and the achievements of the Commission under Mr. Smiley’s leadership characterized again, as similardevelopments had in the past, the close of one phase in the Commission’s life and the launching of anew one.Mr. Smiley gave the departures initiated by his predecessor an amplitude and influence not envisioned earlier. Under his direction, the Commission was interpreted nationally. His gift for administrativeorganization enabled the Commission to embrace an unprecedented volume of activity. His talent fora cogent and sparkling phrase, his grace as a presiding officer, and his lambent humor which irradiatedeveryone within reach and illumined the most complex, academic issues, made it easy for theCommission to do its work and dissolved even the most noble intransigence in the group. He had thecourage in facing issues which Ernest Hemingway defined as “grace under pressure.” In modern terms, he brought fusion where fission might have prevailed. In the language of the Navy, the Commissionwas “a happy ship.” The Commission owes him much.The rest of the history of the Commission can best be presented by sum marizing the prevailingconcepts and attitudes of the Commission identified as evolutionary end-products of long term trends.The Commission is characterized by several general policies which have undergone extensiverefinement over the years. The Commission:1. Considers and helps every institution within its purview. For instance, consultative service isprovided to non-member institutions from the date of their founding. The Commission spendsjust as much time, proportionately, helping non- member institutions become more competentas it does with member institutions. This is as it should be for the broad purpose of the
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Association is the improvement of education through mutual assistance and encouragement and the extension of educational opportunity.2. Gives proportionately the same consideration to large institutions as it gives to small ones. The Commission gives just as thorough an evaluation to a university as it does to the smallestjunior college.3. Considers all programs within institutions in their relation to the institution as a whole.Another way of stating this principle is the Commission believes in a holistic philosophy whichsuggests that an institution as a whole is greater than a sum of its parts. An evaluation, henceaccreditation, extends to an institution’s entire corporate behavior.4. Adjusts its criteria for recognition in terms of a cross-section of the accredited institutionswithin its purview, rather than in terms of marginal institutions or in terms of the highest rankingones. Accreditation is based on norms rather than on minima. To establish points of referencefor an institution, a document entitled, Characteristics of Excellence in Higher Education, ispublished.5. Enlists the largest possible number of participants in its membership. This principle providesdemocracy in the Commission’s proceedings and develops a cross-fertilization of ideasthroughout the membership.6. Provides for constant review, criticism, and readjustment of its criteria, policies, andprocedures. The Commission is a restless creature but does not spend its time just “polishingand reworking trivia.” Furthermore, like any good accrediting agency in administering to itsaffairs, it spends some time in peeking around corners, looking for trouble not yet here.7. Deals with education as it is, not in terms of an impossible perfection. That is to say, theCommission appreciates and has an understanding of human weakness. It does not, on theother hand, define compassion as suspended judgment.8. Examines an institution in terms of the appropriateness and adequacy of its own purposes,and the degree and competency with which it fulfills them. The Commission has nostandardized matrix to press upon any institution.9. Provides for systematic review of member institutions by operating on a ten-yearre-evaluation cycle.10. Provides for growth through the stimulus of self-evaluation on the basis that improvementwhich comes from within is more virtuous than that which is compelled or suggested fromwithout.11. Employs qualitative criteria only.12. Is under the full control of the institutions in the Association. The Commission is a creatureof its constituency.13. Treats institutions and their staffs with the dignity they warrant and honors their essentialequality, freedom, and autonomy. The Commission does not employ the police function, public sanctions, or pitiless publicity. Furthermore, it is careful that it does not “helpfully fence in” itsmember institutions. The extreme brand of wickedness, as someone has suggested, is that which “wears a shiny mourning face and always claims the very best of intention.” The Commission inrecent years, and not from any notion of sentimental egalitarianism, completed the abolition ofseparate listing of categories of institutions. It now amalgamates into one alphabetic listing bypolitical subdivision all institutions from junior colleges to universities.
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The Commission has evolved some deep-seated convictions:1. Accrediting can be defined as the formal recognition of an institution based on an analysis ofthe merits of its operations in terms of its aims. More important, however, the single function ofthe Commission is to help improve the quality of higher education in its region. The viewpoint is that accreditation is simply a means to that end. It is not important of itself, but only a stimulusto institutional improvement and as a recognition of sound achievement by those who are in the best position to assess it—mature, experienced colleagues.The concern of the Commission, therefore, is not to restrict the accredited list but to enlarge itby doing everything possible to aid institutions become worthy of inclusion in it; but since theCommission is responsible for accreditation, it must handle it honestly. It is determined, at thesame time, to use it as a constructive force.There are two concerns in handling accreditation and its attendant processes. The first and most important is the institutional-self towards which the process of self-evaluation and evaluation isdirected. Here freedom is to be used to achieve excellence. There is also the group-self, alluded to earlier, comprised of the community of institutions which has its own function of policingitself.2. The Commission is a form of voluntary cooperation and self-government. As such, it is anAmerican phenomenon, a necessary adjunct of the nation’s educational effort, for there is nocentral educational authority.Loosely controlled by local boards of governance, colleges and universities have a great deal offreedom but this freedom is not just “plain freedom period,” meaning that colleges can do asthey please. Freedom without values only “creates latitude for error,” as someone has pointedout.In order to exercise the freedom granted to colleges and universities, and conversely in ordernot to lose control to outside authority, colleges and universities banded together in variousways to form accrediting societies. In substitution for external restraint and to show theirappreciation of the responsibilities of liberty, colleges themselves provided various forms ofself-control in order to ensure that at least minimum standards of academic performance wouldbe maintained and in order to assure the public, and each other, that colleges could be trustedwith the liberty granted to them to work out their own destinies and to achieve educationalmaturity and competence. Accrediting, then, can be conceived of as a public responsibility. It is accountability for stewardship of a public trust, and in the academic world, as pointed outby the current president of the National Commission on Accrediting, accrediting is anothermanifestation of the fundamental precept of democracy, liberty under law.3. Highly competent institutions may question the necessity for accrediting, at least insofar as itpertains to them. The attitude of the Commission is that the best of institutions, if only on anoblesse oblige basis, are obligated through the accrediting process, to reveal standards andprocedures for distinguished work, thereby performing a service to the whole community ofhigher education. On the other hand, the Commission has had some occasions, often invited, to challenge the contentment of higher competence. There are splendid institutions within anyassociation which, by reason of isolation and self-content, sometimes fail to do the work ofwhich they are capable. Someone, a wit, has suggested that such institutions are those whichthink the horizons around them are equidistant on all sides from their own campuses.4. The Commission knows, with ample evidence, that a goodly number of higher institutionshave achieved notable maturity and competence and have consistently exercised aresponsibility in discharging their obligations as educational institutions. These colleges exhibitthe most consistent self-control and demonstrate the deepest insight into the aim andachievement of their own existence.
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It also knows that, while some of the member institutions maintain adequate standards, they are still not able to perform, without extensive assistance, a satisfactory self-evaluation of their ownpurposes and affairs, have less sharply defined goals, or fall too short still of attaining the aimsthey have. These, then, are not as mature and competent as the others.The Commission now believes that accrediting procedures should take fuller account of thesedifferences in institutions.5. The Commission is firmly wedded to the idea of cooperation with all professional accreditingagencies in the evaluation of specialized institutions and professional units within complexinstitutions in order to increase the effectiveness of all the organizations concerned and todecrease interference with the work of the institutions evaluated.6. The Commission is committed to the principle of evolutionary, not revolutionary,development in the refinement of the accreditation process. Modern terminology is not simply a re-minting of the verbal currency in vogue in 1921. Rather, gradually, new viewpoints andconcepts have been infused into the accrediting process.Accreditation has moved historically from quantitative to qualitative grounds; from minima to norms,from inspection to evaluation; from standards to criteria of academic excellence; from the policefunction to one of institutional improvement; and from organizational patterns and physical resourcesto the relation between teacher and learner.The Commission believes that the organization, administration, services, and resources of an institution are important only insofar as they facilitate the discovery and dissemination of knowledge, only as theysupport or handicap the teaching and the learning process. If the institution’s primary reason forexistence is to bring about a favorable environment for learning and understanding, this is where itseffectiveness needs to be tested. All the other aspects of its life should be examined from thestandpoint of their bearing upon teaching, learning, and the increase of knowledge.This is easier to say than to do. The Commission is committed to it, and has made some progress inexploring the problem. The search for better ways to assess and strengthen an institution’s service tothe minds of its students is the Commis sion’s chief project in the next decade.It is noteworthy to record the process of agonizing reappraisal which the Commission gave to its ownwork from 1954 on looking towards the completion of the first ten-year re-evaluation cycle formember institutions. The Commission was not to be caught with its plans down. Activities werearranged both internally within the Commission and with the Association’s membership to answer fourbroad questions:1. Has the re-evaluation process for member institutions been worth its cost in time and moneyto the institution concerned?2. If the process is retained in substantially its present form, how can it be made more useful tothe institution?3. Would the substitution of some other project be more valuable to member institutions?4. What should the Commission’s general program be after the current re evaluation cycle?In 1957 the Association honored its Commission by accepting the following proposals without dissent.They are readily understandable in view of previous comments.1. That the initial Middle States membership and accreditation continue to be based oninstitutional evaluation as heretofore.2. That the policy of periodic re-evaluation of member institutions, normally at ten-yearintervals, be continued.3. That the policy of cooperation with recognized accrediting agencies of specialized interest bereaffirmed.
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4. That the principles that evaluation should be oriented to the institution and its welfare bereaffirmed, and, therefore, that the Commission be free to adapt the re evaluation process to the interest of the member institution when it seems desirable to the Commission to do so,retaining, however, the principles of self-evaluation and personal visitation.5. That primary attention in evaluation be given increasingly to the intellectual work of aninstitution, to instruction and the academic process rather than ad ministration.6. That the Commission continue, as its means permit, such services as its analyses of thecharacteristics which make for excellence in higher education and its publication of descriptions of good educational practice.Four of the policies simply reaffirmed and strengthened what the Commission had already been doing. Two rather new departures were made, namely, to increase the flexibility of the re-evaluation processto take account of differences in com petence and uniqueness, and, secondly, that primary attention inevaluation be given to the intellectual work of the institution.The Commission has experimented for four years in the evaluation of member institutions, in particular with giving practical effect to the new policy calling for versatility in procedures. The possibilities foradapting the accrediting process have fulfilled the initial expectations of the principal architects andhave disclosed the fears of others who reasoned that old values would be lost and that the institutionscould not be treated differently. Already, a Commission document has been drafted to codify theprinciples illustrated in numerous special plans approved and carried out by the Commission.Finally, it may be stated that the Commission has published a considerable number of documentswhich have had national distribution. These now include such statements of good educational practiceas Graduate Work; Functions of Boards of Trustees in Higher Education; Conditions andResponsibilities of Employment in Higher Education; and Junior Colleges and Community Colleges:Practical Suggestions for Faculties, Trustees, and Others.In 1959 Albert E. Meder, Jr., Vice Provost and Dean of The University, Rutgers, became Chairman.Under his vigorous leadership of a highly competent Commission, the Commission has preserved those of its fine traditions and is already experiencing the effects of continued evolutionary growth infunction, service, and membership. Old, run-of-the-milltown problems return to haunt (recent scandals in intercollegiate athletics, which customarily arrive in the early years of each decade; who isresponsible for the accreditation of graduate work; what should be done with NCATE); new ones arise(the conduct of foreign study programs); and there is the urgency of giving full practical effect to theCommission’s recently enlarged and refurbished mandates. Even as this is read, the Association will beasked to increase the income of the Commission simply because its workload has already outstrippedthe capacity of its professionally employed manpower. The Commission is experiencing the anxietiesaccompanying success, as someone has remarked. And with these, as the English say, the Commissioncan cope.There is perhaps one new vigilance assumed by the Commission, or is it an old fear simply revived inthe modern era?  The Association, and hence, its Commission, is characterized by an unusual degreeof independence and freedom in a society which is rapidly becoming not only more complex thanever before but which, as an historian has said, seems to require more and increasingly remote controls of one sort or another to operate. The Commission is a voluntary effort and one of self-control andself-government, acting in behalf of the Association’s membership. Shifting concepts, patterns of action, and interrelationships are characteristic in a breathless era where the past is no longer a guide. TheFederal government, too, is becoming more prominent in all segments of society, including highereducation. Support can become associated with control.The Commission is fully aware that the safeguards against the encroachment of central authority andthe consequent diminution of freedom and control under its own direction, are constant scrutiny andrevision of procedure and policy based on tested validity and good judgment. Competence provides itown freedom.
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The Commission may have acquired the patina of middle age. Yet one may conclude, too, that itscontinued virility and fresh approach to the improvement of higher education, and its uncompromising commitment to excellence, suggest a renewal of faith in an old cliche, that life begins at forty.4 




4 As this history reveals, there was a gestation period of two years: 1919-21. The pangs of parturitionbegan in 1921 with the publication of the first accredited list.
The Middle States AssociationAt Age One Hundred
The Last Twenty-five Years:Issues and Challenges1887-1987
“Education should be humane.”Ewald B. Nyquist, 1914-1987
"He shall have a noble memory."William Shakespeare
"There is only one good, knowledge, and one evil, ignorance."Socrates
ForewordMarch 1887: Pennsylvania College presidents meet to procure favorable legislation with respect totaxation of college property. Pre liminary consideration given to forming an organization.And so began a one-hundred year pursuit of excellence in educa tion. If history is a chronologicalrecord of events in the life of an institution, then the many bound volumes of Proceedings on file in the Association’s headquarters do indeed record in detail past events. Minutes of meetings of the Board ofTrustees, of the Commissions and Assembly lend further documentation. On many occasions,summarv oral histories have been presented at annual meetings, and in printed form in informationbulletins (e.g., 1955 and 1981); in the 75-Year Review (1961); and in North Central Association’sQuarterly (1978).The most recent and quite definitive summaries of the Associa tion’s history and the development ofeducation and accreditation in the United States were presented to the Association’s constituency atthe December 1986 Annual Meeting by Ewald B. Nyquist and Martin Meyerson; their accounts willappear in the 1986 Proceedings. Others who have prepared summaries in one form or another include Charles William Eliot, Nicholas Murray Butler, Seth Low, Edward H. Magill, Wilson Farrand, Woodrow Wilson and many others, giants all in education in the United States. To read through Proceedingsand/or Minutes of the years 1887 through 1900 is an exciting journey through the minds of thefounders. However, it must be noted that in the very early handwritten Minutes of Board meetings, anaura of individual immortality existed: precise dates in some instances were not included and, nowand then, full names and affiliations were omitted. Still, one gains a sense of their goals and aspirations, goals and aspirations that motivate more recent participants in the work of the Association, its
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Commissions and Assembly. These include Sarah Gibson Blanding, Frank H. Bowles, MargaretTrumbull Corwin, Millard E. Gladfelter, Sister Hildegarde Marie Mahoney, Ewald B. Nyquist, Eric A.Walker—their names and those of many others are forever linked to the Association’s history.Not to be overlooked are past and current members of the professional staffs, among them: F. TaylorJones (CHE 1953)*, 1. R. Kraybill (CSS 1945)*, Robert Kirkwood (CHE), Frederick Aho (CSS), John A.Stoops (AES 1980)*, Abner H. Flury (CSS), Calvin L. Crawford (MSA 1964)*, Robert Cresswell (CSS),William H. Ets weiler, Jr., (CSS), Dorothy G. Petersen (CHE), and Harry W. Porter (CHE). (*Firstprofessional appointment to the respective unit.)All those named and, again, many, many others—Board members, members of the Commissions andAssembly, evaluation team chairs and members—have played a major role in the Associa tion’s OneHundred Years in the Pursuit of Excellence, and the pursuit goes on. It can be said of all, beginningwith the 1887 participants, through and including 1987 participants (with an apology to LordChesterfield), they adorned whatever subject they either spoke or wrote upon, by the most splendideloquence; to this we add their subsequent “splendid” actions.The years have been marked by many changes: institutional “inspections” have become evaluations by peers; evaluation criteria have moved from quantitative to qualitative; from the exclusion of institutions for now meaningless reasons to the inclusion of all institutions appropriately chartered and authorizedto award diplo mas or degrees. Innovations: high school equivalency diplomas, external degreeprograms, universities without walls, work-study programs, and testing to determine a student’saptitude for success in a college/university milieu, (see The College Board: Its First Fifty Years, ClaudeM. Fuess, 1967.) While it can be said that the College Board was “Eliot’s (Harvard University) andButler’s (Columbia University) Triumph” it was Wilson Farrand, President of the Middle StatesAssociation (1896-98), who set the stage for the Association to sponsor establishment of the CollegeEntrance Examination Board. And, in November 1900, The Board, as it is familiarly known, came intobeing with MSA’s blessings.There have been setbacks: differences of opinion in the roles of federal and state governments; in MSA Board, Commissions, and Assembly approaches to operational procedures; in cooperativerela tions with professional accrediting agencies at the higher institutional level that waned and werereborn; a lawsuit against the Association by a proprietary institution (now closed)—a suit ultimatelywon by the Association; threats of other lawsuits; removal of accreditation from institutions at all levels, for good and sound reasons. These and other issues, such as institutional accountability, consumerprotection, affirmative action, functions of boards of trustees, the role of women and Blacks on theeducational scene and in its hierarchy—issues which serve to keep the Association and its accreditingunits vigilant and active.It can be said, as of this date, that relations are reasonable and good with federal, state, and localgovernments, professional accred iting agencies and, in particular, with the institutional constituency.Reasonable men and women have “reasoned together” in the past and continue to do so.Many “firsts” accrue to the Association: the naming of women and Blacks and lay persons tomembership on the Board of Trustees, the Commissions and Assembly; the first woman ever to serveas president of any of the six regional Associations (Margaret Trumbull Corwin, 1946-47); candidacy, astatus of affiliation with the accredit ing units for new and/or established institutions seeking accreditedstatus; women and Blacks on the unit professional and support staffs.Many of these and other issues are expanded upon in the updated history (1987) of the Middle StatesAssociation prepared by Richard D. Challener, Professor of History at Princeton University, and formermember of the Commission on Higher Education (1978– 1984).December 1987: A CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION - THE FINALE! —Dorothy P. HeindelPhiladelphia, PennsylvaniaAugust 1987
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IntroductionThe Middle States Association, unlike Gaul or the standard college lecture, is divided into fourparts—the Commission on Higher Education (until 1969 the Commission on Institutions of HigherEducation), the Commission on Secondary Schools, the Asso ciation itself, and the Assembly ofElementary Schools. The centen nial history which follows will focus on each of these component unitsin turn, with particular emphasis upon the two commissions because their role in accreditation givesthem a life and autonomy of their own and because, rightly or wrongly, many educators identify withone or the other and are often tempted to regard them as the Association. But the Association,particularly in the last quarter century, has had a history of its own, especially in trying to articulate theseparate, distinct and often fiercely independent worlds of secondary and higher education. Moreover, it was the Association which gave birth to and which has nourished the Assembly, the newest and most tender plant in the Middle States landscape. Finally, because previous MSA anniversaries havespawned fifty and seventy-five year histories  and because the late Ewald B. Nyquist has written soeloquently and wisely about the early history of the organization—what follows will focus on the lasttwenty-five years, from 1962 to 1987. But there is good reason, besides the existence of otherauthoritative texts, for so doing: the changes in American education in the past twenty-five years haveproduced more challenges to the commissions and to the Association than anything that happened inthe first three quarters of a century since a small group of Pennsylvania educators met in 1887 inHarrisburg to form an organization “to seek at the hands of the present Legislature the passage of anew act…to render impossible the further taxation of any property of institutions of learning” andthereby created what was to become the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.—Richard D. ChallenerPrinceton, New JerseyAugust 1987
The Commission on Higher Education
“The history of the accreditation movement can be summarized in three words which successivelyhave characterized it, to which a fourth should now be added”—so wrote F. Taylor Jones, theExecutive Secretary of the (then) Commission on Institutions of Higher Education, in 1956. “It began as standardization. Then it moved to inspection to make sure that the standards were beinglived up to. From that it has progressed to evaluation, a qualitative assessment of achievement ratherthan on a priori commitment to a process. The next emphasis should be on stimulating and aiding therealization of objectives. This ought to be the conscious purpose of our evalua tion process.”Indeed, by the time that the Middle States Association had reached its seventy-fifth anniversary—andthe Commission its forty-third—the norms and procedures of the Commission had already evolved into something strikingly close to their contemporary form. In 1954, for example, the CHE had dropped the last of its quantitative requirements: that a college, to be accredited, must offer two years of educationin the liberal arts. Henceforth, it would be "sufficient if an institution’s programs provided, emphasizedor rested upon liberal education." The door was at last being opened for the participation of teachers’colleges, community colleges and specialized institutions as equals within the ranks of the accreditedand anoint ed. What the late Commissioner Ewald B. Nyquist has called the process of thedemocratization of accreditation was well underway.In 1957, at a special meeting at Princeton, an assembly of presidents and administrators, who hadbeen called together to assess the work of the Commission in the preceding decade, reaffirmed suchprinciples as the centrality of self-evaluation and the need to evaluate an institution in terms of itspurposes and objectives and how well it achieved them. The assembly also re-emphasized theprinciple that accrediting procedures should focus upon the quality of instruction and not theadequacy of finances or administration. It sustained the ten-year cycle for the re-accreditation ofinstitutions which had been established after World War II. The Princeton meeting, underlining the
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principle that the purpose of an evaluation was to serve an institution of higher education and not theCommission recommended one innovation: that the processes and procedures of re-evaluation should be adapted to the special needs and interests of individual Institutions, “with freedom to adopt …experimentally and differentially.” Clearly, standardization and quantification had been replaced bythe search for quality and excellence.But, twenty-five years ago, the universe of the CHE still com prised fewer than 300 accreditedinstitutions and only about three dozen potential members. The principal work of the commissioninvolved sending out about fifty evaluation teams per year. However, in the ‘sixties the Commissionsoon found itself forced to confront the sea changes which the rapid, untrammeled and sometimesunfocused expansion of American education were already producing. The list of wave-makingdevelopments is almost endless: among the more im portant, the multiplication of new two-yearcommunity colleges, the creation of public state-wide multi-campus systems, the conversion ofteachers’ colleges to all-purpose institutions, the expansion of gradu ate education, and the proliferation of off-campus educational activ ities of a bewildering variety.No less significant was the growing role of the Federal govern ment in education. As Washingtonincreased its grants to institutions of higher education, it directly linked eligibility for federal funding toaccreditation. In consequence, as Taylor Jones noted, “suddenly a number of curious institutions haveacquired an ardent and com pletely new longing for accreditation.” But, Jones also pointed out, theirneed was real. “A college really has no choice anymore about accreditation. Social and economicimpediments increasingly harass institutions which lack it.... A new college can develop amazingly fastthese days if it has the expressed confidence of a regional accrediting body. Without such expression itis utterly stymied.”The Commission responded though not always with alacrity or unbounded joy. The November 1961Commission minutes laconically report that the first proposal to create a new category of institutionalcandidacy for accreditation “as a half way status was referred unen thusiastically to the ExecutiveCommittee for further study.” Ulti mately, in 1965 the Commission approved the creation of acompli cated (and since simplified) system of categories of Correspondents of the Commission, Certified Correspondents and Recognized Candi dates. Jones was candid about the reason: “We opened thenew categories largely in order to let the younger colleges have a shot at the Federal largess whichvarious laws have suddenly made available.”Similarly, the growing interest of the Federal government—and the Johnson administration inparticular—in vocational and techni cal education impacted upon the Commission from the mid-’sixties on. It was clear, too—given the connection between eligibility for funding and accreditation—thatthese vocational and technical schools would have to be accredited, and soon pressure mounted upon the regionals to include them within their universe. Initially it did not seem a serious issue for theCommission; the inclusion of community colleges seemed to cover most vocational technicaleduca tion in the Middle States area. As late as 1968 Taylor Jones could report that the CHE had hadno requests for accreditation from any such institutions. Moreover, in response to inquiries from theOffice of Education he was able to demonstrate that existing vocational/tech nical institutions were, forone reason or other, ineligible to apply. But the matter was taken under consideration.By the end of the decade a special study committee on occupational education had been created to examine the issue of accreditation, and by 1972, after long examination of the issues involved,vocational/technical institutions were also added to the Commission’s ranks. Significantly, the opera tive statement made it clear that this was done “as further assurance to governmental and other agenciesthat the Commission is not ignoring this vital aspect of education.”No less challenging to the Commission and its work were the great social changes in American societyin the ‘sixties—the increas ing demands of Blacks, of women, of students, of various minorities forrecognition and often reform—in American education. The CHE can rightfully claim a leadership rolein recognizing women. As early as 1947 Margaret Trumbull Corwin, Dean of what was then NewJersey College for Women at New Brunswick was elected to the Commission, and before the ’sixtieswere over she had been joined by Sarah Gibson Blanding of Vassar, Mother Eleanor O’Byrne ofManhattanville, Elizabeth Geen of Goucher, Sister Hildegarde Maho ney of the College of St. Elizabeth,
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and Elizabeth J. McCormack of Manhattanville. The latter joined the CHE in 1968 and two years laterbecame the first woman to chair the Commission. Moreover, in 1957, under the leadership of EwaldNyquist, the Commission had pub lished a document, “Women in Institutions of Higher Education,”which included, among many what were then liberal statements, the declaration, “When women areemployed they should work under the same conditions as their male colleagues in respect of salary,promo tion, tenure, and retirement, and their rank, as that of all other faculty and staff members,should depend wholly on their compe tence as individuals.” But the first Black, William V. Lockwood,then Dean of the Faculty at the Harbor Campus of the Community College of Baltimore, was notelected to the Commission until 1969. He was followed, a year later, by Herman R. Branson, thePresident of Lincoln University, but it was not until the mid-’eighties that a Black educator, Edward V.Ellis, become chair. And while twenty-five years ago approximately 18% of the some 306 individuals who served onevaluation teams were women, there were no Blacks on any teams. Nor for that matter, in 1962-63did any Hispanics serve, even on teams that were evaluating Puerto Rican institutions. Moreover, thequestion of the relation between integration and accreditation was still troubling. As one report of1967 reads, “The factor of change poses certain problems both in theory and practice. In theory: whatis, for example, the responsibility of the Middle States Association for such social values as integration?  In practice: when does involvement in educational opportunity for the underprivileged become anevalua tive criterion for high quality?” Though it should be added that in the 'sixties the Commissionwas also slow to move in the direction of electing any representatives, regardless of race or gender,from community and non-traditional colleges. In these instances true democratization was to comeonly in the next decade.These many and varied developments also raised new concerns about quality and excellence whichranged from questions about the purpose of community colleges to the issue of whether new graduateprograms were being added without sufficient faculty resources and library holdings. But above all,they forced the Commission, especially when it began to confront the ever mounting number of newcandidate institutions, to face up to what Taylor Jones properly described as the “inherent dichotomyof our responsibility.” “On the one hand we are a service agency, devoted to helping every institutionreach its highest potential of maturity and educational effectiveness; we are wholly on its side in itseffort to do so. On the other hand we are also a certifying agency, representing the academic world inidentifying the moment at which individual institutions reach a point which warrants the academicworld’s full confidence in them.”The CHE sought in many ways to cope with the problem of expansion, increasing federal activity, andthe dichotomy that Jones had noted beyond simply establishing an open door policy. To name but afew: it began to create special formats to deal with multi-campus institutions; it developed a newstatement on the contours of a successful master’s program; and, by 1970, it had decided that, if therewas substantive change in an institution, the Commission might well require a review of the entireinstitution within two years. But, above all, it greatly expanded its consultant and advisory services,especially for the ever growing number of institutions seeking accred itation—a service designed to help them achieve the standards of excellence needed for ultimate accreditation and deal with the dilemma that Jones had underscored. The CHE also realized that individual regional accrediting agencies needed to band together and workcooperatively to cope not only with the centralized power of Washington but also with the everincreasing number of specialized accrediting agencies that were springing up across the country withevery new specialized educational program that emerged. The CHE thus took leadership in creating afederation of the regionals—the Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions in Higher Educa tion(FRACHE)—to represent common interests without infringing on the autonomy of each. It was a move designed to give voluntary accreditation a stronger voice in Washington and, no lessimportant, to reduce the mounting problem of overlapping and duplicating accrediting activities thatplagued virtually every institu tion of higher education in the region. The same impetus was, a decadelater, to lead Middle States to accept membership in the much more ambitious but similarly purposedCOPA—the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation—when it was established in 1975.
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It also became clear—to both the CHE and, as we will later see, to the Association at large—that atleast some dimensions of the all-volunteer principle would have to be modified. Expansion of theaccrediting universe meant expansion of the workload. Long gone were the days—which still existed as late as 1961—when Executive Secretary Jones would have to spend only a day or two each week inthe office on Commission affairs or when two meetings per year of the full Commission would besufficient to handle its business. Indeed, as the number of institutions seeking accreditation steadilyincreased, Commission members themselves complained that so much time had to be spent onaccreditation that there was insufficient opportunity to consider larger educational issues. Symbolical of the change in operating procedures that expansion produced was the appointment, in 1966, of Robert Kirkwood as full-time Associate Executive Secre tary. His immediate charge was to deal with andclear-up the logjam of some 75 institutions then in varying stages of candidacy. Soon too it wasdecided that the committee on evaluation reports would make the basic decisions on accepting thereports of evaluation teams and that the full Commission would only ratify its decisions. In short, therewas greater professionalization within a volunteer organization. Kirkwood’s appointment marked thebeginnings of the creation of the still small but dedicated group of professionals who, from themid-’sixties on, have conducted the daily business of the Commission, provided its widening supportprograms and consultative services, staffed its teams, prepared its reports, and made the visitations tocampuses. Dorothy P. Heindel, the former Assistant Director, joined the staff that same year, 1966;H.R. Kells and Martha E. Church soon followed; and Howard L. Simmons, the first Black on theCommission staff, came aboard in 1974.But despite the vast changes in the educational landscape in the ‘sixties many of the Commission’sconcerns still remained with the older, established institutions who had long formed the core of Middle States. Though it had been agreed as early as 1957 that every effort should be made to tailor there-evaluation process to suit the particular needs of individual institutions, a few expressed “sharpreservations as to the timing or even the desirability of the re- evaluation cycle.” In response, in 1961an entire session at the Skytop meeting of the Commission was devoted to discussion of ways in whichthe Commission might best serve those superior institutions for whom accreditation was not an issue.The goal was to develop new and “meaningful” forms of evaluation that would fulfill “most use fully the Association’s requirement for periodic re-evaluation and re-accreditation, in the case of institutions ofunquestioned academic stature.” As a result, beginning in the mid-’sixties, the Commission began to experiment with various forms of“atypical” evaluations  which ranged from evaluations of special projects to case studies and even, for awhile, to self-evaluations with minimal visitation and to re-affirmation without re-evaluation if theinstitutions “were pre pared to submit evidence of their alertness in self-evaluation and institutionalresearch.” None, however, departed from the basic formula of self-evaluation and a visit, and eachsuch evaluation had to be approved by a special committee of commissioners. The response, TaylorJones noted, was “electric,” and in 1965 no fewer than 27 institutions of all varieties performed someform of atypical evalua tion.There were, to be sure, immediate complaints that some institu tions had chosen the case study as aneasy way out, but the Commis sion had clearly demonstrated, once again, that accreditationproce dures could be flexible and that re-accreditation did not necessarily mean that every institutionhad to fit itself into the same mold.Moreover, the problem—how to make re-accreditation procedures meaningful to establishedinstitutions—was, and has remained, real. In the next decade, when both the Commission andinstitutions of higher education faced far different circumstances, the interest in experimentation—itself a product of the turbulent mood of the ‘sixties—waned, and the staff itself assumed the role, which itstill retains, of deciding if re-accreditation procedures should vary from the norm. But the movementhad one clear and positive effect—it resulted in the final disappearance of any form of questionnairebeing used by the Commission in its evaluative procedures. 
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In developing the atypical evaluations, Taylor Jones had worked out a new instru ment which asked noquestions at all but “merely suggests certain of the principal aspects of an institution with which realistic self- evaluation needs to be involved....” By 1971 the questionnaire was completely withdrawn, andRobert Kirkwood, who had succeeded Jones as the chief executive in 1970, had developed a narrative form of document for self-study and evaluation. The Commission on Higher Education was the first ofthe regionals to implement this reform.“Like it or not,” Robert Kirkwood advised the Commission in 1971, “accountability” is very much withus. With government at all levels now omnipresent in the educational scene, the role and function ofaccreditation take on new dimensions. No longer is it possible to think of accrediting as an activity ofpeers, by peers and for peers. If it is to remain the first two, then it must be more than only for theacademic community—it must serve, in a greatly larger sense, the general public as well. Unless itdoes, without being hysterical or histrionic about it, others will take over, specifically state and/orfederal government."The Executive Director’s warning was more than merely timely. Indeed, much of the history of theCommission in the 1970’s can best be understood in terms of the impact of the concept ofaccountability on the CHE and its response to it. That the Commission was accountable to othergroups and agencies was, of course, not an entirely new idea in the ‘seventies. When Taylor Jones laiddown his ten theses of accreditation at the moment of his retirement in 1970, he had included thestatement: “The public has a right to know more than the accredited status of the institution.” In his1968 report on the health of the Association, its President, the Reverend Laurence J. McGinley, S.J.,responding to outside criticism—in particular to William Selden’s charge that voluntary accreditingagencies were hidebound and must realize that “their primary obligations are to society and not totheir institutional members”—had proposed the addition of a secondary school principal and a layman to the Com mission. Their function would be to serve “as channels of understand ing toward thesecondary schools and the general public.”But it was the ever expanding role of government in the 'seventies that gave real force to the idea ofaccountability. Govern ment policies toward education had, as we have already seen, clearly begun toaffect the Commission in the preceding decade. Neverthe less, as Robert Kirkwood later recalled, when he first joined the Commission staff in 1966, there was no specific agency of the federal governmentthat was involved in accrediting activities and only one state, New York, had “a long-establishedinvolvement with higher education.” But by the ‘seventies what was to become the Division ofEligibility and Agency Evaluation (DEAE) in the Office of Education in Washington was flexing its nowpowerful muscles, while the Educational Facilities Act of 1968 had led to the creation of masterplanning agencies at the state level and, with that, the growth and strengthening of state departmentsof education.Indeed, the Commission found itself being “accredited” by the Office of Education as part of theprocess whereby institutional eligibility for funding was determined. Although the relationship with theOffice of Education went back to legislation passed in 1952, it had originally been informal—indeed,little more than listing of the CHE as an approved accrediting agency. But by the late ‘sixties,represen tatives from the Eligibility and Agency Evaluation Division of the Office of Education wereclosely examining the Commission and its procedures, and, as a Commission document of the early‘seventies noted, “...the Commission is examined every four years to see if the Commission isfunctioning according to the criteria established by the U.S. Office of Education Eligibility and AgencyEvaluation unit.”It was thus a rare Commission meeting in the ‘seventies at which a major item on the agenda was notan extended discussion of how and in what ways the CHE should respond to some government actionat the federal or state level. Government, the Executive Director observed, did much more thancomplicate the work of the Commission: “As state agencies exercise their authority to determinepriorities and to allocate resources, what happens to institutional autonomy?  Who will determineinstitutional objectives…and what will be the price to be paid for the Federal subsidies promised in the 1972 Congressional education act?  These are not figments of idle imaginations but realities repletewith ramifications for the accredit ing process.”
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Simply to chronicle the governmental actions—real, threatened or imagined—which affected theCommission would require more pages than are allotted for the entirety of this centennial history. But it was clear that what the government demanded was accountability. In 1975, for example, JohnProffitt of the Office of Education stated that accreditation and evaluation “were at a crossroads.”Citing legislation then before Congress that would assign a prominent role in accreditation to theFederal government, Proffitt suggested that the Commissioner of Education would be authorized to audit the books of any institution that received student aid funds and to determine the financialcapability of the institution. With the creation of the Depart ment of Education in the Carter years thethreat began to appear clear and present. The DEAE was reported as ready to demand that regionalaccrediting agencies like the Commission “guarantee the integrity of all the institutions theyaccredit”—a requirement, all the regionals felt, which would have saddled them with responsibilitiesbeyond their capacity to accomplish (and, it might be added, with legal vulnerabilities never beforeeven imagined).Then, in 1979 the Carter administration proposed to sever the link between private, voluntaryaccreditation and eligibility for federal funding by making state departments of education responsiblefor deciding if an institu tion, private or public, should receive federal monies. Small wonder that theregionals began to complain that, unless checked, the new Department of Education threatened tomove far beyond what its Congressional charter had mandated. Moreover, other Federal agen ciesappeared to be standing in the wings awaiting their cue to trespass on the terrain of voluntaryaccreditation. The Federal Trade Com mission, motivated by evidence of fraud in some educationalinstitu tions, began to move in the direction of enforcing regulations presumably guaranteed to protectthe student as consumer.Even more pointed were the actions of state governments in the Middle States area. In state afterstate—Maryland, New Jersey and New York (to mention only the three most active and vocal)—newlystrengthened state education offices began to raise sharp criticisms about the validity and rigor of theaccreditations conducted by the Commission. State agencies—often themselves under politicalpres sure and often, too, afflicted by the virus of empire building—made the charge that only theycould guarantee institutional accountability.There were fears that the Board of Higher Education in Maryland, operating under legislative mandate, would use its licensing powers to arrogate to itself the function of accreditation in Maryland. Relationswith New Jersey, where the Department of Education established its own Commission onAccountability and a Newark paper predicted (erroneously) that the Garden State would become thefirst state to supplant voluntary private accreditation with public, were long at an impasse.Commissioner Hollander insisted that evaluation reports must be treated as public documents andmaintained that the Com mission was not frank in speaking to an institution’s weaknesses. One NewJersey proposal for cooperation was flatly rejected by the Commission on the grounds that acceptancewould “have resulted in the Commission’s becoming an instrument of the New Jersey Board of HigherEducation.”Litigation loomed as yet another serious issue. In the late ‘sixties, the Commission and the Association,at great cost, had won the famous Marjorie Webster College case—a lawsuit brought by a Washington, D.C. proprietary school on the grounds that the refusal of the Commission to accept Marjorie Websteras a candidate for accreditation had done the institution irreparable harm. The Com mission hadfounded its sustained and vigorous defense on its long standing principle that an institution run forprofit could not fulfill its educational responsibilities. As Commission chairman Frank Piskor put it, theprofit motive “limits the development of an institution of higher education.” But although theCommission eventually won,  an appeals court overruled the original decision of a U.S. district court infavor of Marjorie Webster, and the Supreme Court had refused to sustain another appeal—it wasimmediately clear that the victory had been inconclusive and, at best, Pyrrhic. For the clear implication of the legal decision was that the freedom of a private organization like the Commission to select orreject members was coming to an end, while the district court had maintained that “In view of thegreat reliance placed on accreditation by the public and government,...[the regional accrediting]associations must assume responsibility not only to their membership but also to society.” WilliamKaplin, who studied the case in great detail, later wrote that “despite the college’s ultimate loss on
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appeal, the history of the case suggests that the standards by which higher education is governed maycome under increasing scrutiny by the courts....” Then, in the 'seventies a Pennsylvania judge ruled that a college could not close its doors, in New York a court removed a board of trustees, and theCommission found itself taken to court by a group of private educational entrepreneurs when the CHEcompelled a college to cancel its contractual off-campus program with them.The Commission moved in many ways to respond to these threats and challenges from government,the courts and the public—to demonstrate, in short, its own accountability. It was well aware ofcriticism (spelled out in the FRACHE report [1970] prepared by Claude Puffer of the University ofBuffalo) that the regionals were secretive and insensitive to the public interest. It began to take stepsdesigned not only to secure greater public awareness of its activities but also to “assure[e] theconsumers of our educational product that accreditation does represent a hallmark of excellence.” For example, the CHE began to publish an annual data summary of the institutions it accredited so that the public—guidance directors, potential students and their parents—could know more about theircharac teristics, and, beginning in 1976, the annual report of the Executive Director was regularlycirculated to the member institutions of Middle States. The list of new or expanded activities is lengthy: among them, Commission sponsorship of self-studyworkshops, non-evaluative case studies and workshops for evaluators; publication of statements onimportant trends in higher education; and the revision of key Commission documents (done, it shouldbe added, only with and after full consultation with the membership) which were then put together inone published manual, Policies and Procedures. Thus, when the Arthur D. Little consulting firmexamined the workings of the entire Association in 1973, it noted, in particular, the ways in which theactivities of the Commission had been “expanded to encompass supportive activities to assistinstitutions as they change, develop, and cope with educational problems.” Additionally, theCommission placed new emphasis on the importance of measuring “outcomes”  that is, the impact ofthe total collegiate educational experience upon students—and it accepted the proposition that therecould be student participation in evaluations if the host institution so requested and the team chairagreed. By these, and many other actions, the Commission sought to demonstrate both its opennessand its commit ment to serving the welfare of the institutions it accredited.It was in the ‘seventies that the democratization of the Commis sion finally became a reality. Publicmembers—the first two of whom attended the June 1972 meeting as lay observers—were elected in1973 to full membership on the Commission (whose overall size was increased to 24 as a result). Wellbefore the decade was over, its ranks had come to include representatives from the full universe of theaccredited Middle States institutions; there were now commissioners from former teachers’ colleges,from community colleges, from vocational and technical institutions as well as from the traditionalcolleges and universities that had long dominated the CHE. And by mid-decade it was clear from aspecial study made by Herbert Kells that evaluation teams—like the Commission itself—had becometruly representative of the full constituency. While Kells found that faculty members were under andadministrators over represented on teams, his study showed that women, Blacks and other minoritieswere now present in significant numbers to scotch any criticism that accreditation was merely thejudgment of the establishment.In addition, the presence of Howard Simmons on the staff opened new avenues of communicationwith Black colleges as well as Puerto Rican institutions. His diplomatic as well as linguistic skillsenhanced the quality of the Commission’s dialogue with Puerto Rican educators and greatly helpedthe Commission in working its way through the numerous difficulties that arose from the dual role ofthe Puerto Rican Council of Higher Education which functioned, on the one hand, as the licensing and accrediting agency for all educational institutions on the island and, on the other, as the Board ofTrustees for the University of Puerto Rico.Regionally there were a series of seemingly endless meetings with state officials to try to develop waysin which the Commission could establish not simply a modus vivendi but a genuine workingrelation ship. No less important, the Commission began to sponsor sub-regional meetings with thepresidents and principal administrators of the institutions of higher education in the area. Thoughcalled in part to make certain that these men and women, many of whom were new to their jobs,
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became more familiar with the purposes and procedures of the Commission (in one two-year period,for example, one third of the Middle States institutions had a change in their presidencies), thesegatherings quickly proved a useful forum for the exchange of information on issues of mutual concern,ranging from Commission procedures and government intervention to the pending fiscal andenrollment crises.By decade’s end there were clear signs of progress. Eventually  though not without periods of mistrustand tension—successful working relations were in place with several states. The agreement withMaryland, whereby a state representative accompanied a CHE team and participated in the evaluation(though not in writing the report) was looked upon as a model that other states might wish to emulate.Of even greater significance was the fact that the institutions of Middle States, private as well as public,began to rally strongly behind the principle of voluntary self-accreditation against govern mentcertification at any level. Indeed, in the face of the Carter administration’s professed intention to severeligibility for funding from accreditation there emerged what one commissioner described as “a granddisplay of harmony among heads of private and public institutions in the Middle State area andsupport for the Commis sion.”But other forces—inflation, finances, and the threat of demo graphically determined declines inenrollment—were to have more effect on higher education, and ultimately on the CHE, than theclaims of government. “It was a rare evaluation,” Robert Kirkwood wrote in his annual report for1977-78, “which did not comment on the Siamese twinship of enrollment and finances and theircrucial bearing on institutional well-being.” Many regional institutions, in response, began to adoptwhat can only be described as survival strategies and, in the process, often changed their character.They added continuing education programs, multiplied their off-campus educational endeavors, and,above all, instituted career-oriented courses which presumably met student demands for “relevance.”Most notable were the proliferation of courses and programs, at both the graduate and undergraduatelevel, in business and business administration. Kirkwood was scarcely exaggerating when, in anotherannual report, he commented, “More than a few liberal arts colleges are that in name only, and thehumanities are increasingly relegated to ‘service’ departments where once they were the heart of thecurriculum.”How did the Commission respond? Off-campus programs all too often raised the question of who,within the parent institution was actually in charge, responsible for the maintenance of standards, andthe setting of educational policy. There were serious questions about both the welfare andqualifications of the increasing number of part-time and adjunct faculty who increasingly staffed suchpro grams. Some practices—for example, the decision of a few hard-pressed institutions to contract outthe operation of an off-campus program to a private entrepreneur, with the institution, in essence,being paid for the use of its name and accreditation—genuinely raised issues of institutional integrity let alone the quality of the programs being offered. Moreover, it was obvious that the abuses that arose from these developments fueled the desire of government agencies, acting in the name ofaccountability, to act if the regionals did not. The Commission, therefore, took leadership among the regionals in instituting a special study of off-campus activities. It also began to require institutions to notify the Commission, ninety days in advance, of plans to initiate off-campus activities and toprovide reports on them within three years.Additionally, evaluation teams began to pay more attention to the financial health of institutions, aproblem which had long created difficulties for the Commission and its evaluation teams. Even as lateas the mid-’seventies Harry Porter (who served briefly as Executive Director when Robert Kirkwoodwent off to Washington for a few years) could write, “The relationship of accreditation and institutional financial stability has always been a matter of considerable puzzlement for the Commission. At whatpoint does an institution’s financial weakness seriously undermine its educational effectiveness? Is it the Commission’s responsibility only to measure this effectiveness, or should it also feel a responsibility forkeeping the institution afloat?” But at the same time Porter wrote this he had secured the advice ofseveral experts in the financial analysis of institutions of higher education and also declared that theCommission and evaluating teams would clearly need to get “more comprehensive financialinformation from member institutions in the course of accreditation work.” Thereafter, while the CHErealized that, in a three-day visit, no evaluation team could conduct the kind of definitive financial
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review that state agencies wanted, nonetheless evaluation teams began to focus on financial questionsand every effort was made to include on each team an evaluator with real expertise in institutionalfinance.Given the increasing prospect of litigation, the Commission wrestled with the issue of due process,frequently considered the question of whether or not adverse decisions should remain confi dential,and convened a panel of legal scholars to advise on the troubled matter of institutional closure.Eventually the CHE devel oped its own pioneering statement on ways in which an institution, batteredby declining enrollments and attendant financial woes, could prepare itself for closure in ways thatwould not only protect it from the courts but would also protect the rights of students and faculty. No less complex was the question of collective bargaining on campus. Unionization was an issue ofimmediacy since, even in the early ‘seventies, it already involved a quarter of the institutions in theMiddle States area, far more than in any other region. There was much questioning of its possibleimpact. “Is ossification the inevitable result of contractual definition of teaching loads.... Or does thepotential of collective bargaining hold promise of greater fulfillment of the partnership between facultyand administration...?” Eventu ally the Commission worked out a statement that the CHE took no stand on the decision of an institution to enter into a collective bargaining agreement nor did it intend to getinvolved in considering the merits of contracts but that it did and would concern itself with the effectof collective bargaining upon the quality and effectiveness of instructional programs. But, as it turnedout, unionization did not have the impact originally anticipated. As Robert Kirkwood noted in 1977,most collective bargaining on campus concerned “bread and butter” issues and not “substantiveacademic issues.”Without question the most positive of the Commission’s re sponses to the challenges of the ‘seventieswas its decision in 1973 that every institution would be required to submit a “progress report” fiveyears after its re-evaluation and re-accreditation. The Commission recognized that the rate ofaccelerated change in higher education was so great and so extensive that the ten year cycle no longerretained its original validity. Given what was happening in the academic world, ten years was too longto be out of touch with an institution. Moreover, government agencies, with their special con cernsabout accountability, operated on a shorter cycle. Thus began the Periodic Review Report (PRR)—thefirst of which were due in 1978. Institutions were called upon to spell out the ways in which they hadresponded to their most recent re-accreditation and to note what progress they had made in dealingwith the matters raised in that evolution. The PRR’s proved—indeed, proved from the start  beneficialto both the CHE and to the institutions that prepared them. In addition, the Commission greatlyincreased the number of follow- up visits and reports, particularly when a visiting team reportedproblems that, it was believed, should not be allowed to linger until the PRR was due. In consequenceof these expanded activities and procedural changes the Commission, by the end of the decade, wasin touch every year with half of the institutions in the region.The most ironic change, however, was the Commission’s com plete reversal of its policy towardproprietary institutions within just a few short years after it had fought a protracted court battle to keepMarjorie Webster College outside the gates. However, under pressure from many sides and with thefear that the Webster decision might not stick, the Commission—to put it simply—quietly struck itstents and abandoned the field of battle. Its decision, ratified by the membership, was to recognizeproprietaries as eligible for candidacy and eventual accreditation provided that their boards of trusteeswere representative of the public interest and that they were willing to make full disclosure of theirfinancial books. This, as it turned out, was something most proprietary institutions were unwilling todo. Thus, while accreditation of such institutions did begin in the mid-seventies, their numberremained small and the impact far less than anticipated.Yet the decision to accept proprietaries combined with the acceptance of such unorthodox programsas the New York State External Degree program (the so-called “University without walls”)  underlinednot only the dramatic extension of the universe of accreditation in the 1970’s but also how the scopeand nature of accreditation had changed. As Robert Kirkwood later observed, “Accreditation hasmeaning different from that of twenty years ago.... It is much more visible, and different publics useaccreditation in different ways.... Federal and state agencies, various organizations and foundationslook to accreditation for assurances not sought even ten years ago.”
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Early in 1980, Executive Director Kirkwood was asked by the president of the Association to predictthe issues that would predom inate in accreditation in the ‘eighties. Kirkwood’s list—relations with state and federal governments, consumer protection, COPA, “turf’ protection (that is, the sensitivity ofinstitutions towards permitting others to conduct programs in ”their" territory), institutional closures,intercollegiate athletics—followed, with a few exceptions, from the agenda of the ‘seventies and, inaddition, proved to be an accurate forecast.The ‘eighties, unmarked by the turmoil and unrest of the two preceding decades, have so far proved to be conservative—and the new conservatism has already had its effect on the Commission. The Reaganrevolution with its deregulation and intended reduction of the Federal presence in Americanlife—which included, at least initially, thoughts of abolishing the Department of Education— meant,quite simply, that the spectre of Washington taking over accreditation vanished almost overnight.Minutes of Commission meetings, which had previously contained long and critical sections onrelations with Federal agencies, now included only brief entries best summarized as “nothing to report” or short notations about good relations with the DEAE. Somewhat ironically one of the few actions bythe Commission that concerned the Federal government was a rare departure from its norms: aresolution with political intent. Con cerned by the prospect of deep cuts in Federal programs of student aid, the Commission in 1982 issued a statement—sent to all its constituents as well as to the WhiteHouse and Congress—which asked the Federal Government to recognize and support the priority ofeducation.But the Commission also took positive steps of its own to improve relations with the states and theirboards of education. It clearly recognized that the states had legitimate concerns but at the same timewanted to make certain not to enter any agreements that “could co-opt the activities of the CHE.”Working with a special committee of leading college presidents and administrative officers, theCommis sion developed a formal statement on relations with state agencies. The eventual result, “A Statement on Working Relations Between State Agencies and the Commission on Higher Educationof the Middle States Association of College and Schools” was approved in 1984 after consultation with the educational authorities in each state as well as in Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia. It clearly recognized those areas in which the state had legitimate responsibil ities but it also upheld theprinciple that accreditation should be independent and voluntary and “that the primary responsibilityfor promoting quality in higher education should be placed on the individual institution.” Thisdocument has since proved acceptable to state educational authorities—New Jersey finally acceptedthe confidentiality provisions which had long been an issue—and, as the ‘eighties progressed, therecord has remained one of state and Commission cooperation in accreditation. Of late, however,attempts by some states to institute mandatory, quantitative outcomes and competency testing hasraised the issue of excessive state interference in the making of educational policy.Favorable voices now began to be heard. Ernest Boyer in his 1986 book, College: The AmericanUndergraduate Experience was positive in his assessment of voluntary accreditation as by far the bestmeans of promoting quality in education. Clearly it was not the ‘sixties or seventies!COPA, from which so much had been expected when it was established in 1975, had long been anobject of Commission concern and frustration—for its dues structure and its apparent inability to stemthe proliferation of specialized accrediting agencies. But at the lowest common denominator every one also recognized that COPA was the classic example of an organization which, if it didn’t exist, wouldhave to be created. But it, too, underwent reorganization, and by this 100th MSA anniversary it isbeing viewed as the helpful and increasingly effective national arm of voluntary accreditation servingthe Middle States interest in Washington.There was continued concern that many institutions still believed that they could circumvent projected enrollment decreases by adding new degree programs and expanding off-campus and continuingeducation activities, let alone proliferating courses in the area of business education and computerscience. New concerns—related to the Commission’s interest in protecting the student as consumer —were possibly deceptive advertising used to attract students and, above all, the notable increase in thereliance on part-time and adjunct faculty, all too often employed for reasons of economy. On thelatter, while the Commission took no specific stand on the issue of full- versus part-time faculty, 
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its position paper spelled out the problems—for example, in student advising and facultymorale—when there was excessive reliance on part-time faculty who were in, but not of, aninstitution. And the Commission began to consider a new regulation that, if an institution began a newdegree program, whether at the advanced or associate level, it should expect a complete re-evaluationof its accreditation within two years. Additionally, though the Com mission had long pointed to thecrucial role of trustees, its reports in the ‘eighties increasingly stressed the significance of activeparticipa tion by trustees not only in self-evaluation and accreditation but in the preservation of thehealth of institutions. In this it exercised a leadership position among the regionals.Many issues of the ‘eighties were, of course, but continuations of long standing concerns. TheCommission continued to wrestle with the old dilemma of establishing an appropriate balancebetween its obligations to the public and to the institutions it served—in this case, with the alwayscontroversial question of how “negative” actions should be handled. There was much discussion of the advisability of following the lead of other regionals and creating a special category of “probation” that,upon specific and appropriate inquiry, might be publicly disclosed. But, in the last analysis, thelong-established policy was retained: an evaluation remained the property of the institution to which itwas submitted and was to be disclosed, in its totality, only at and by the discretion of the institution.Disclosure by the CHE of an extreme negative action such as denial of accreditation could occur onlyafter all appeals processes had been exhausted. Anything else, it was believed, would prove toodamaging to an institution and harm the Commission’s relations with its constituents. Similarly, the old problem of scandals in collegiate athletics once again became an important item onthe Commission agenda. This, of course, was an issue on which the Commission had frequently—and,unfortunately, to little effect—spoken. It had first issued statements in the 1930s and again in the1950s in the wake of scandals in basketball. While evaluation teams did and continue to look at aninstitution’s athletic program, the Commission had in essence withdrawn, somewhat battered, from the field and left enforcement issues to the NCAA. But in the mid-’eighties, with mounting nationwideevidence of athletic programs which violated institutional integrity, it updated and re issued itsstatement on good practices in athletic programs. And as the hundredth year began it was increasinglyclear that Middle States, along with the other regionals, was once again to try to come to grips with therole of athletics on Middle States campuses. It remains to be seen if the prospects for successful actionare any better than they had been in previous decades.But the ‘eighties also brought encouraging developments, and many of the dire forecasts simply did not materialize. Evaluation teams began to report that many institutions, through increased planning andself-study, were getting a firmer grip on their financial problems. The academic love affair with theMBA began to cool, and on many campuses the rush to pre-professional training was over taken by ameasurable increase in interest in the liberal arts. And, as of 1987, the long anticipated decline inenrollments had yet to make its predicted impact. As Robert Kirkwood’s 1987 report notes, “...by andlarge, the demographic impact is yet to be fully felt in the Middle States region.” Yet the changedtemper of the times also showed itself. Evaluation team after evaluation team reported that thecommitment to Blacks, to women, and to minorities in general had waned if not disappeared on many campuses. “Affirmative inaction” was the not exaggerated term that Associate Director MinnaWeinstein used in one of her annual reports. And, ironically, a Commission which in the 1960s hadtried to develop a statement on how the disruption of an institution by student activism might affect itsaccreditation found itself revising that document in the light of disruption caused by a strike or financial exigency.As the Middle States Association completes its hundredth year —and the Commission on HigherEducation its sixty-eighth—how well has the Commission fulfilled its chartered obligations not only to accredit but also to improve the quality of education in the region, to serve its constituents, and to preserve the integrity of the educational process?A statistical demonstration is easy. In 1962 the CHE dealt with a total of 295 institutions. It conducted35 evaluations (of which only four were initial accreditations) and 47 follow-up activities. A total of 306 individuals participated in these evaluations, of whom only 54 were women and only two servedas chairs. As noted, no Blacks or minorities were involved.
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Twenty-five years later the Commission’s universe included 490 accredited institutions and 11 candidates. To its 51 evaluations were added 4 Program/Service Reviews and 27 small team/factfinding visits. Follow-up activities, visits and reports—a category which had expanded exponentiallysince the ‘seventies—had reached the staggering total of 134. Additionally, the five-year PeriodicReview Reports—a category which did not exist until 1973—amounted to 62. These raw statisticsalone indicate not only that the Commission, in any given year, was in touch in one way or anotherwith over half of its constituency but also that it was making an ever—expanding effort to keep abreastof the many forces creating rapid educational change in the region. Additionally, in 1987 the totalnumber of evaluators—plus chairs, special team members, associates, and readers of PRR’s—was wellover 500. Women now comprised 44% of the evaluators and 28% of the team chairs, while Blacks and other minorities furnished 22% of the former and 30% of the latter. Truly, democratization anddiversity had been accomplished.Since the 1950’s, with the exception of a few years in the early ‘seventies when Harry W. Porter andDorothy G. Petersen served as the Commission executive, the Commission has been in the hands ofonly two full-time chief executives—Taylor Jones and Robert Kirkwood (whose own retirement isannounced for 1988). These two men, aided by a small staff of equally dedicated professionals, havemade the visits to institutions, written the reports, represented the Commission to its constituents, andconducted the daily business of accreditation. They have set both the tone and the agenda—often bydetecting trends in higher education and, as for example with Robert Kirkwood’s recent paper onpart-time faculty, bringing them to the attention of all member institutions. But the CHE is also composed of a constantly changing group of from 18 to 24 Commissioners eachserving no more than two three-year terms, men and women now fully representative of the widevariety of two and four-year institu tions within the Middle States region. Each voluntarily contributes atleast ten to twelve full days a year to Commission business simply because he or she believes in thevalidity of its mission. The distin guished group of educators who have chaired the Commission in thepast two and a half decades—Frank P. Piskor, Albert E. Meder Jr., Elizabeth McCormack, R. LeeHornbake, Milton G. Bassin, Bruce Dearing, Rose Charming, Edward V. Ellis—have contributed farmore. No one of these individuals would interpret the history of the Commission, or its strengths andshortcomings, in the same way, but all have shared a common commitment to the principle—indeed,the categorical imperative—of voluntary accreditation and the need to maintain standards ofexcellence no matter how differently each would define it.Thus, although it is difficult to write the collective history of such a disparate group, let alone to assessthe work of the Commission, a few conclusions seem evident. The Commission led the regionals insuch areas as the change from quantitative to qualitative evaluations, insistence upon trusteeinvolvement, studies of off-campus activities and programs at military bases, the creation of nationalgroupings like FRACHE, and the establishment of categories of candidacy for accreditation. Itswillingness to involve women in accreditation went well beyond tokenism. The Commission’s recordwith respect to Blacks and minorities was no better than other social organizations, but, as suggested by its hesitation to link accreditation with the integration of academic institutions, it certainly cannot claim to have exercised a leadership role. Likewise, some of the reforms of the ‘sixties and ‘seventies—theopening of the accrediting doors to proprietaries and vocational and technical institutions—probablyowes more to exogenous forces than to Commission prescience. The engine of change was the linkingof federal grants to accreditation, mounting governmental and public demands for accountability, andthe rise of consumerism. Also, the fact that the Commission’s diffi culties with government abated in the ‘eighties owes much to the change in national mood which accompanied the Reagan era.More over, in the ‘seventies, once the interventionist intent of federal and state agencies becameapparent, both private and public institutions of higher education rallied behind the Commission’sbanner. Even critics of the Commission recognized that the only viable alternative was some form ofgovernment supervision and surveillance. Virtually no American educator has ever wished to marchbehind that flag.
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The actions of the Commission cannot—indeed, should not— please everyone. Some will continue to see the Commission as too lax and secretive; others will regard it as overly prescriptive. Establishedinstitutions will always be tempted to question what the Commission has to offer, regardre-accreditation as something done primarily for the Commission, and fail to see how beneficial theself-study process can be to their own educational welfare. And—as the ongoing debates over thedisclosure of adverse actions have clearly demon strated—there will always be debate. For theCommission, as Taylor Jones pointed out over two decades ago, always confronts a dichot omy; on theone hand its task is to monitor, to uphold standards, to serve the public; on the other, its job is to serve its constituent institutions, to help them achieve excellence, to enable them to survive. These twopurposes are not always easy to reconcile.Yet the Commission has done well in the last twenty-five years. It has been flexible and adaptive in itsaccrediting procedures. In the interest of improving the quality of education in the region, it has greatly expanded the range of services it provides to member institutions. Its main focus has been to insistupon the integrity of the educational process in a wide variety of changing institutions of highereducation with widely divergent missions.The strength of American education—indeed the strength of America itself—has always been itspluralism and its diversity. The great virtue of the Commission, most notably in the past quartercentury, has been its recognition and support of that pluralism, that diversity. Moreover, as Alexis deTocqueville observed more than a century and a half ago, a central characteristic—and abidingstrength—of American society has been the supportive and nurturing role of independent andvoluntary organizations and associations in preserv ing that society. What de Tocqueville found true ofAmerican society in the 1830s retains its validity today. The principle of voluntarism andindependence—as epitomized by the work of the Commission in attempting to maintain the integrityof the educational process— speaks directly to the strength of American higher education. The late Ewald Nyquist, one of the true educational statesmen of our time, put it well in one of the lastspeeches he gave: “...voluntary accreditation is essential to the conduct of higher education and topreserving the educational community’s prerogative of policing itself and of exercising theresponsibilities that go with it. Its very essence is maintaining freedom of institutions while keepingthem socially responsible. Accrediting is a public responsibility and an accountabil ity for stewardship of a public trust.”
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The Commission on Secondary Schools5
In 1920, at a meeting held at Johns Hopkins University, the Middle States Association established aCommission on Secondary Schools and charged it with the responsibility of “developing andmaintaining a list of accredited schools.” Although the Commission was not formally established until1920, a previously appointed working committee of the Association already had developed a set ofbylaws relative to secondary schools and by 1892 had recommended a number of schools formembership in the Association. Thus, the newly formed Commission began business with a nucleus ofsome fifty schools.Of particular interest are the bylaws written in 1892, for they established the basic operationalphilosophy of the Commission which has been respected to the present time:1 . Secondary Schools will enter into evaluation and accred itation strictly on a voluntary basis.2. The work related to evaluation and accreditation will be accomplished on a voluntary andunpaid basis.3. All schools seeking accreditation must meet the educa tional standards established by theCommission.One of the most persistent and recurring matters that has occupied the Commission’s attention overthe years has been the establishment and maintenance of a set of educational standards for use inschool accreditation. The recorded minutes of Commission meetings indicate that hardly a five-yearperiod passed in the life of the Commission that a committee has not been appointed to review andupdate the standards currently in force. Changing times, chang ing social needs, changing attitudes ofCommission personnel, and challenging questions relative to developing a proper philosophy ofsecondary education and identifying the needs of secondary school students—all of these, and more,have kept the Standards in a state of constant review. Despite the fact that this effort by theCommission has demanded much time and effort, it has, nevertheless, resulted in keeping theSecondary School Standards viable and up-to-date with current educational philosophy.The first Commission was composed of five members: a head master, a principal, a college professor, acollege dean, and a representative of a State Department of Education. In subsequent years thenumber of Commissioners has varied from five to twenty-one. Currently, the number is eighteen. Theincreased size of the Commission over the years arose from the desire of its members to have broaderinput into its deliberations. Thus the present Commis sion is not only geographically representative butalso representative of the wide variety of schools in the MSA membership—public, church related,private, urban, suburban, rural, Caribbean, overseas. In recent years members have been added torepresent the public-at-large.In the early years, much of the field work of the Commission on Secondary Schools was performed byState Committees. It was the responsibility of these committees to establish the visiting committeeswhich, in turn, inspected the schools that were candidates for MSA membership. The schools weremeasured against the current CSS standards by the State Committees, which then maderecommenda tions to the Commission about accreditation. The Commission, in its turn, tookappropriate action by adding the names of the schools to the accredited list or denying membership asthe case might warrant. With some modifications, this method of evaluation and accreditation wasemployed until 1940.
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5 This section was written by William T. Bean, a member of the Commission on Secondary Schools andof the MSA Board of Trustees from 1965 to 1968. He served as a member of the CSS professional stafffrom 1969 to 1975.
Although the work of the Commission progressed during this period, many Commissioners believedthat a more objective approach to the evaluation process would produce a more reliable and usefulreport about the quality of education in a given school. This was, in fact, a matter of concern to all theregional accrediting agencies and not simply to the CSS. To solve the problem, the National Study ofSchool Evaluation was organized in the early 1930s. The new organi zation was composed ofrepresentatives from the several regional accrediting agencies, and its primary purpose was to producean objective instrument that could be used by all secondary schools for evaluating their programs ofinstruction. The Commission on Sec ondary Schools strongly supported this effort and contributedmuch to its eventual success. In 1940 the NSSE Evaluative Criteria was published, and subsequentupdated editions appeared in 1950, 1960, 1969, and 1976. Each new edition reflected changes andimprove ments which were the result of reports from educators in the field who had employed thecriteria in evaluations.Now, for the first time, the CSS had at hand an invaluable tool for use in the evaluating process; as aresult, changes in both philosophy and practice came in rapid succession. First, before the Commission formally adopted these materials, it conducted a pilot study using the Evaluative Criteria in a numberof school evaluations. The results of questionnaires, both from visiting committees and from teachersand administrators who used these materials, were overwhelmingly posi tive. Consequently in 1945,the CSS formally adopted the Evaluative Criteria for use in the Middle States area. It was also in thatyear that the Commission formulated and adopted the most definitive of school standards. In addition,the ten-year cycle of accreditation with peri odic school reporting came into being at this time.In 1944, the appointment and supervision of visiting committees passed from the hands of the StateCommittees to the professional office staff of the CSS. After considerable study, the Commissionestablished its basic policies with regard to the formulation of visiting committees, and these haveremained constant ever since:1. The number of visiting committee personnel will vary in size from nine to twenty-sevendepending on the size of the school being evaluated.2. Specialists and generalists will be appointed following the divisions of the criteria and theofferings of the school.3. Half of each team of visitors will be experienced evalua tors.4. All general types of schools will be represented on the visiting committee but the nature ofthe school being studied will be reflected more heavily.5. Both men and women will be represented on the visiting committees. Minorityrepresentation will also be respect ed.6. No one who has had an association with the school will be included in the membership ofthe visiting committee.7. The proposed membership of the visiting committee will be submitted to the principal orheadmaster for approval.After World War II national attention shifted from war-related issues back to the problems of civilianlife. In the late 1940s many principals and headmasters discovered the Evaluative Criteria for the firsttime and realized that it was an ideal instrument for studying the scope and quality of their school’sofferings as well as for planning the growth and improvement of their programs of study. Under theEvaluative Criteria, the foremost requirement was to develop a school philosophy and to measure theeffectiveness of the school’s program of studies against that philosophy. Up until that time it was a rareschool, indeed, that had a written philosophy to chart the growth of its programs. As a result of thisnew requirement, many faculties were asked to do a type of thinking and analysis to which they wereunaccustomed but completion of this task usually produced new and exciting results.
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The new approach to evaluation and accreditation and the sharply increased interest of secondaryschool educators in the new instruments for improving educational programs required the Com mission to reorganize its ways of doing business. Consequently, 1946 became a year of change with emphasison the following:1. The standards for accreditation were reviewed, sharp ened, and clarified.2. The professional and non-professional staffs were en larged and reorganized.3. The Commission inaugurated a study to define the scope and character of its responsibilitiesrelative to servicing the needs of member schools which were required to make mandatedimprovements in their programs of study.The review of CSS standards was required because of confusion on the part of some educators aboutpossible conflicts between a school’s philosophy and the CSS standards for accreditation andmembership in the Middle States Association. The troublesome question was: which prevails in matters of accreditation—the adequacy of a school’s program when measured against its philoso phy, or theadequacy of the program when measured against CSS standards? With the publication of new CSSstandards and clarifica tion of the correlation of a school’s philosophy to these standards, the problemwas solved.The adoption of the Evaluative Criteria for evaluation and accred itation and the decision of theCommission to move the appointment and supervision of visiting committees into the CSS office thrusta veritable mountain of work upon the professional and non-professional staffs. For a period of timethey were literally swamped with correspondence, the creation and servicing of visiting committees,the handling of the Commission’s financial affairs, and the reading and analysis of evaluation reports. It was obvious that immediate improvements were required. Hence, the office staff was enlarged,responsibilities identified and assigned, and more spacious quarters secured.During the late 1940s the Commission found itself embracing a new philosophy. This philosophy wasnot created in advance but evolved through changes in the way that the Commission handled schoolevaluation and accreditation. For many years the CSS had continued to follow its original charge of“developing and maintain ing a list of accredited schools.” While this did not spell out what anaccredited school should be, there was a tacit understanding that an accredited school should beoutstanding in preparing students for entrance into colleges and universities. Thus, for many years, theaccrediting philosophy of the CSS was weighted heavily toward the adequacy and quality of a school’sacademic program of instruction. The adoption of the Evaluative Criteria, however, compelled theCommission to reconsider the characteristics of a “good school” relative to accreditation.The new Criteria, as previously noted, required a school being evaluated to develop its ownphilosophy and, in addition, to describe the nature of its student body and identify the needs of thosestudents. Further, the evaluations at the end of each of the subsec tions of the Criteria called forappraisals not only of a school’s philosophy but also of how well it was meeting the needs of itsstudents. Thus, a “good school”—one worthy of accreditation— became one that served the needs ofall its students, both academic and non-academic.Accreditation now became broad-based as the new Criteria readily identified the strengths andweaknesses of secondary schools. The measurement of a school’s strengths against the refinedstandards of the Commission determined accreditation. The weaknesses became the basis forrecommended improvements in a school’s programs, with subsequent CSS monitoring and periodicreporting of actions taken to improve weaknesses. In this manner the Commission became a respectedmoving force in the improvement of secondary school programs.During the late 1940s, while the first edition of the Evaluative Criteria was still in use, the Commissionstaff accumulated a lengthy list of observations, criticisms and recommendations for improving thesematerials. Eventually these items were forwarded to the Na tional Secondary School Evaluation whenthe 1950 edition of the Criteria was being prepared. The strongest objection to the Criteria came fromleaders of religious schools, who noted the absence of a subsection for measuring the effectiveness ofreligious instruction in their schools. At the urging of this group, the CSS organized a representative
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committee to review the problem and make recom mendations. The result was the publication anddistribution by the CSS of an evaluation tool suitable for measuring the outcomes of programs ofreligious instruction. In addition, these criteria were used by the NSSE, along with materials from othersources, to create its own subsection on religion which became an integral part of later editions of theEvaluative Criteria.In the late 1940s, the Commission began to receive a number of inquiries from American OverseasSchools about the possibility of evaluation and accreditation by the Middle States Association.Ac creditation was (and, indeed, still is) a very important status for these schools to obtain. They werescattered around the world, serving the educational needs of American students whose parents wereemploy ees of the U.S. government or American businesses. Separated from the American scene, theseschools found it difficult to keep abreast of American educational trends. Moreover, they were deeplyconcerned that their students, upon returning to the United States, should be prepared to move intoAmerican high schools without loss of grade placement. In addition, they wanted American collegesand univer sities to have convincing evidence of the instructional quality of their schools when studentsapplied for admission. This was a new problem for the Commission, and it agonized for no little timeover the advisability of accrediting overseas schools. Commissioners were deeply concerned about thehigh cost of assembling a visiting com mittee overseas and about how, once a school had beenevaluated and accredited, the Commission could adequately serve the educational needs of a schoolso distant. However, after many discussions, the Commission decided to move into the field ofevaluating and accred iting American overseas schools.The first such school was admitted to MSA membership in 1958, but almost immediately theCommission became aware of an unex pected problem which demanded immediate attention;namely, the fact that other regional accrediting agencies also had interests in accrediting overseasschools. The Commission did not want to find itself competing with these agencies for memberships.The Interna tional School Foundation arranged a meeting of representatives of the various agencies toexplore the issue. At that time, the North Central Association was evaluating and accrediting theAmerican Overseas Armed Forces Schools on military bases scattered through out the world, while theSouthern Association had begun working with schools in Central and South America. None of theother agencies at that moment indicated any serious interest in servicing overseas schools. Shortly,however, the Western Association re quested that it provide accreditation services for schools in the Far East. By this time the MSA had accredited several schools in the Far East, but it decided that theWestern Association was in a better position to service this region. Hence, with the approval of the FarEastern schools in question, their memberships were transferred to the Western Association. This leftthe Commission on Secondary Schools of Middle States to service the American overseas schools in the Caribbean, Europe, Africa and the Near East.The work of the Commission on Secondary Schools was facili tated by the cooperation of the Office ofOverseas Schools in the United States Department of State. This office, charged with super visingAmerican overseas schools and distributing certain federal funds for their support, was deeplyinterested in the development of strong educational programs in these schools. Consequently, theOffice of Overseas Schools has been strongly supportive of the evaluation and accreditation process ofthe CSS. In the last decade and a half there has been a moderate but steady increase in the number ofAmerican overseas schools accredited by the CSS. How ever, the cost of these evaluations to theoverseas schools has continued to be a matter of concern frequently discussed by the Commission. To help with this problem, the Commission has coop erated with the European Council of International Schools which has been accrediting overseas schools in Europe for some time and eventually agreed to joint evaluation and accreditation with the Council. The Commission also approved, particularly forsmall over seas schools, the use of the ECIS instrument of evaluation for accreditation. To providefurther help in the matter of expenses, the Commission also experimented in 1978 with the use ofsix-person evaluation teams, a practice which has proven to be quite successful.By the 1960s a sizable number of high schools in the Middle States area had been accredited, and,because the experience had generally been very rewarding to most school districts, a number of juniorHigh Schools began to request evaluation and accreditation. However, since no suitable criteria wereavailable for junior high schools or for the emerging middle schools, the CSS declined these requests. 
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It did, however, agree to help wherever possible in any self-study that such schools might undertake. In the meantime the NSSE had been developing an Evaluative Criteria for the junior High/Middle School,which it published in 1970. The Commission on Secondary Schools was, of course, well aware that this development was under way and had continued to discuss the advisability of embarking upon aprogram of evaluation and accreditation for junior high and middle schools. Finally, with thepublication of the NSSE materials, and after conducting a highly successful pilot pro gram of its own,the Commission made the commitment to extend its evaluation and accreditation services to theseschools. To conduct the new program, the Commission added an additional professional person to itsstaff and established its own standards for accrediting junior high and middle schools. In 1974, the firstof them were admitted to membership, and the program has continued to be successful ever since.In the 1960s certain organizations requested permission to use their own criteria for evaluationsinstead of the Evaluative Criteria employed by the CSS. Each request was given serious consideration,and the materials in question studied thoroughly. However, the Commission decided, in each case,that the criteria submitted did not adequately evaluate programs and declined to accept them for usein the MSA region.Then, in 1976, the NSSE produced the Narrative Edition of its Evaluative Criteria and, after studying itcarefully, the members of the Commission decided that a number of small schools might prefer to usethe NSSE approach to evaluation rather than the more objective, more extensive Evaluative Criteria.Although the Commission approved the Narrative Edition in 1978, it has been u sed only sparingly insubsequent evaluations.In 1977 the Commission on Secondary Schools entered into a cooperative working agreement with the National Accreditation Council (for agencies servicing the blind and visually handicapped) to combinethe basically similar steps of self-study and on-site visitation used by both accrediting agencies. In 1978, in cooperation with the new Assembly of Elementary Schools that the MSA had recently established,two K-12 schools were evaluated and accredited using a new approach that the CSS and the Assemblyhad jointly developed. Shortly thereafter the NSSE introduced its own criteria for evaluating K-12schools. In 1979, at the request of several independent schools, the Commission approved the use ofthe New England Manual in evaluations. However, though a number of such models have beenapproved to accommodate the needs of certain types of schools, the use of such tools has remainedinfrequent.In the early years the office of the Commission was located, as someone once observed, “wherever the Chairman hangs his hat.” Since the early chairmen were also professors of education at the Universityof Pennsylvania, the headquarters of the CSS was on the Penn campus, wherever space was available.This arrangement was a professional courtesy; the Commission paid no rent, and there were nocharges for services. However, in the early 1950s, with the need for additional space required by anexpanded staff and with none available at the University, the office of the CSS was moved to theWilfred Building, on 33rd Street, still not far from the Penn campus.In the 1970s the need for more office space rose again, in part because of the increased number ofschools requiring evaluation services and the larger staff needed to serve them. Of greater significancewas the decision of the Board of Trustees to combine all the MSA offices under one roof inPhiladelphia. This resulted in a move, in 1976, to a new location at the nearby Science Center onMarket Street. Moreover, the Assembly of Elementary Schools—an entirely new Middle States program for the evaluation and accreditation of elementary schools—came into being soon thereafter. TheAssembly required its own staff of professional and non-professional people, once again creating thedemand for additional office space. In consequence, the MSA ultimately purchased a newcondominium in the Science Center where the CSS offices are now located.To keep abreast of the best organizational practices developed in recent years, the MSA hasinaugurated a program to upgrade both its professional and non-professional staffs. Funds have beenmade available for use by the support staff to pursue advanced training, while a sabbatical leaveprogram has been made available to the professional staff. The Association had also made a seriouseffort to take advantage of new technologies and has purchased and installed many new pieces ofoffice equipment in the Association headquarters.
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Two adjustments in the working conditions of the staff have been made in recent years which havegreatly improved the overall operation of the CSS. In 1978 the professional staff was realigned, witheach professional assigned to serve all of the evaluation and accreditation needs of schools in adesignated geographical district. This new arrangement has worked well. Schools are now well awareof the identity of their CSS representative, while repeated contacts between that representative andschool administrators have strength ened the relationship of the CSS office with its constituency. Inaddition, the professionals have developed a warm relationship with representatives of various StateDepartments of Public instruction, and they are invited to attend State meetings of high schooladministrators.A second change in the working conditions of the professional staff has been to transfer the readingand evaluation of Progress Reports to the State Advisory Committees. The results have been two-fold:first, the Commission has found that the reports are read and evaluated very efficiently under the newsystem, and, second, the transfer of this assignment out of the CSS office has meant that approximately thirty percent of each professional’s time is now available for other Commission work. The professional staff, for the first time, is no longer desk bound. The thirty percent of salvaged time is invested in travelto schools throughout the area. Thus the services of the Commission have become both more efficientand personal.The new assignment given the State Advisory Committees only underscores the important role theyhave always played in the work of the Commission. In addition to reading and evaluating ProgressReports, SAC members, in consultation with office profes sionals, bring forward local knowledge ofconditions that affect schools in their area, information which is most helpful to the Commission inmaking decisions on accreditation. Members of State Advisory Committees are appointed by theCommission to serve for a term of three years. Each SAC contains members chosen to represent the full variety of secondary schools in their area, and most are well-grounded in the evaluative process.It is sometimes assumed that school administrators are reluctant to release teachers from the classroomto serve on visiting teams. Since a teacher’s salary must be paid during his or her absence and, inaddition, a substitute must be employed, it is obvious that each member of a visiting team representsan expense to his or her school district. But, in actuality, the CSS office receives many requests fromschool administrators for teachers from their schools to be asked to serve on visiting committees.Administrators have found that this experience is probably the best form of in-service training that canbe found and is available nowhere else in the educational world. As members of a visiting committee,teachers have an opportunity to see a school in a way never before seen, since they are party to theexamination of all reports of every program offered by the institution being evaluated. Also, at thesame time, in their own minds they are evaluating their own schools. Most members of visitingcommittees return to their home schools with a sense of enthusiasm and a bounty of new ideas.For many years the CSS program of evaluation and accreditation could not accommodatevocational/technical schools. Even though the Evaluative Criteria contained a section on technicaleducation, the CSS decided that it was inadequate for evaluating the total program of a Vo/Techschool. Thus, despite an occasional inquiry from such a school, the lack of any appropriate evaluationmaterials stifled any real interest on the part of the CSS to move into the accreditation of Vo/Techschools. However, in 1984 the V/T Guide, published by Schoolmasters, became available as anevaluation tool and has stimu lated new interest and action. Soon after receiving the V/T Guide, theCommission approved its use and a number of Vo/Tech schools moved rapidly into theevaluation/accreditation program. As an outgrowth of this new venture, the Commission on SecondarySchools applied to the Federal Government in 1986 for recognition as an accrediting agency. Suchrecognition is required to enable CSS -accredited Vo/Tech schools to apply for federal funding.Communications with member and candidate schools did not become a significant issue for theCommission until after the adoption of the Evaluative Criteria. In the ensuing period of rapid growth inMSA membership, many problems came to the surface that might have been avoided if theCommission had earlier established a strong program for participant instruction. It became clear thatthere was a lack of adequate direction for both visiting committee chairmen and members; in additionthere was inadequate leadership by school administrators in carrying out the process of self-study. 
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To correct these problems, the Commission established a number of in-service training programsdesigned to produce a better and more universal understanding of CSS policies and procedures and tocreate a consistency of approach to the evaluation/accreditation process.The development of a Policies and Procedures Handbook, which is constantly revised and updated,has become the principal means of communication with the membership. Workshops have becomecommon-place: workshops for training visiting chairmen, for admin istrators whose schools arescheduled for evaluation, for administra tors required to submit progress reports. A whole series ofbrochures has been written, each one of which focuses upon a particular aspect of evaluation andaccreditation. In addition, broad-based brochures have been prepared for public relations purposes.All of these varied instruments—along with a series of films and film strips—have been extremelyhelpful in promoting positive relationships both within the Middle States Association and with thepublic-at-large. Public rela tions activities are constantly reviewed, improved and increased. The CSSdeveloped a newsletter in 1970 to keep the membership in formed about its activities. By providinginformation on changes in policy, dates for MSA events, and timely topics, it helps immeasurably to keep the membership up-to-date. The MSA itself publishes a quarterly Newsletter that serves theentire MSA constituency, educa tional organizations and government agencies.The past sixty-five years of the Commission’s history have been both eventful and successful. As of1987 the number of secondary schools accredited by CSS stands at approximately 1,730. Over theyears new schools have been added regularly, and, in some instances, schools have been droppedfrom membership. The most common reason for leaving has been the financial problems of schooldistricts. Most schools that have left have been reluctant to conclude their membership, and many look forward to rejoining the MSA family at a later date.Some schools have been removed from the MSA list for reasons other than financial. A few havemerged with others, and some have closed. From time to time the Commission has found it necessaryto terminate the membership of schools that have failed to take the remedial actions deemednecessary for continuing membership. These actions, always taken with great reluctance, follow aconsider able period of time in which the Commission works with each school in question to help itsolve its problems.The Centennial celebration is a time for looking forward as well as for looking back. What is past is aninteresting and important story of the growth and accomplishments of the Commission on SecondarySchools since it came into being in 1920. There are many highlights in the history of the Commission’swork in which it can take just pride. In rare confrontations it has stood firm, but it has also proven itself adaptable and flexible to changing times and the changing needs of its constituency. However, this isalso a time when the Commission might well pause in its work and plan for new and challenging goalsin the Association’s second century. Although the current school member ship is 1,730, it is sobering torealize that this represents only about forty percent of the total number of secondary schools in theMiddle States area. Thus, the Commission has much work to do not only for the 1,730 schools forwhich it has assumed real responsibility but also should resolve the possibly more important questionof the extent of its responsibility to provide services to the sixty percent of regional schools which haveso far not embraced membership in the Middle States Association.By virtue of adopting the Evaluative Criteria, the Commission has long since moved into the area ofproviding services for the educa tional needs of secondary schools. The most important question thatthe Commission must confront in the immediate future is the degree and type of service that itcould—and should—provide to all secondary schools, both the members of the Association and thosewhich are not. In recent years severe budgetary problems have affected virtually every school. In thecase of some public schools, financial difficulties have affected not only the instructional process buthave resulted in a reduction in the amount of assistance that comes from state departments of publicinstruction. Perhaps this void in vital services is an area in which the Commission on Secondary Schools could make a major contribution to the continued welfare and improvement of secondary educationin the second century life of the Middle States Association.
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The Association and the Assembly of Elementary Schools
In March of 1957, the late Frank H. Bowles, a former chairman of the Commission on HigherEducation and the current president of the College Entrance Examination Board, gave the keynoteaddress at the annual meeting of the Association—and issued a challenge. The Association, Bowlesbegan, had been originally founded to improve communication between schools and colleges. It had,however, evolved into an organization of two commissions that were focusing virtually all of theirefforts upon a single purpose—accreditation  far different from what the MSA had been established toaccomplish. Indeed, to Bowles, MSA had, in reality, become little more than two separate accreditingassociations, each of which operated in its own sphere and according to its own rules. Accreditationwas “a laudable and necessary operation”—this Bowles conceded—but it was not a “sufficient role”for any regional association at a time when American education was entering the greatest period ofgrowth in its history. The Middle States Association, Bowles argued, should return to its originalpurpose of improving communication between the worlds of secondary and higher education andfocus its efforts upon developing a leadership position in both the planning and the development ofeducation within the region. Moreover, Bowles concluded, the Association—the only regionaleducational organization that included institutions from both the secondary and higher educationlevels  was uniquely positioned to carry out this critical mission and clearly had the talent, resourcesand experience to fulfill its assignment.Bowles was speaking, in particular, to a group of trustees who were already considering a move in thedirection that the Bowles speech would suggest. Kenneth Smiley, the Association president, forexample, had long believed that the focus of the two commissions on accreditation meant that theAssociation was neglecting its historical concern for the transition from school to college and hoped touse the 1957 meeting to “redress the balance.” Not a few felt there was real danger that theAssociation would split into its two component parts. Not surprisingly, then, the trustees, immediatelyfollowing the Bowles speech, moved to appoint a special committee “charged with examiningquestions of school-college relations in the broadest sense.”In a very real sense the history of the Association in the last three decades has been the attempt todevise ways and means to carry out the mission that Frank Bowles outlined in 1957. It has not been an easy task, at times has seemed mission impossible. For despite movements like Advanced Placement or the post-Sputnik interest that many college faculty showed in modernizing the secondary schoolcurriculum in mathematics and the sciences, the two worlds of secondary and higher education all toooften have looked at each other, with some suspicion, across a gulf. There was and remains what oneExecutive Director has called “professional ethnocentrism.” Moreover, it is clear in retrospect thatBowles issued his challenge at a time when American education was becoming increasingly special ized and when many in higher education, both faculty and adminis trators, were focusing more on thedevelopment of graduate educa tion and advanced research programs than on improvingcommunications with the secondary world. The structure of Middle States—commissions whoseheadquarters were in separate cities, a one-year presidency which rotated between a representativefrom higher education followed by some one from the secondary world— often created problems of its own. The latter, while it assured an equal voice for both secondary and higher education within theAssociation, has often raised the question of continuity. The former meant that individuals from thetwo spheres of Middle States simply did not know one another.Thus, President Paul Bingaman, address ing the Association in 1974, many years after the Bowlesspeech, could say, “This is a unique organization. Two separate commissions have different goals,objectives, problems. If a quiz were given to the members of the Secondary Commission regardingmany activities of the Higher Commission, I doubt that it would be passed or vice versa. I had no ideaof the activities of the Higher Commission until I met with them as Second Vice President.” Hence, it is not surprising that in 1972 the Association Study Committee was still examining such questions as, “Isthe Association more than the sum total of the two Commissions and the Committee on School andCollege Relations?” and “Does the Association itself (apart from the Commissions) have a discreteentity and, if so, what is it?”
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In the immediate aftermath of the 1957 meeting, the Association made several studies to determinehow best to respond to the ideas that Frank Bowles had put forth. Some of the early recommendations were extremely ambitious—for example, the establishment of a third commission, co-equal to theother two, on school and college relations, even the creation of a so-called council of standards.Eventually, however, the Association settled for more modest goals. First, it was agreed that the Bylawsas well as the structure of the Board of Trustees should be revised, the Association formallyincorporated, and a permanent executive staff employed. The Association was incorporated in NewYork, and in 1964 Calvin L. Crawford become the first full-time professional Administrative Secretaryof the Asso ciation, ending for the Association—as it had ended for the CHE  its all volunteercomposition. Crawford was charged with the mission of serving the Trustees by giving the Associationan agenda of its own. Second, studies were begun (which took years to carry out) on how thecomponent parts of Middle States could be brought together and housed in a single location. Third,and most important, the trustees created, in 1962, a permanent subcommittee on School and CollegeRelations.For nearly twenty-five years the Committee on School and College Relations has studied and advisedthe trustees on the “line services to be rendered by the Association with respect to articulationbetween the secondary schools and colleges and other areas of joint concern to schools andcolleges”—in short, to carry out an important item on the Bowles agenda. Originally, its members were the twelve elected Trustees, but in the early ‘seventies it was changed to an appointed committee, andstudents were admitted as full members. The history of the Committee and its work in the area ofarticulation (which is best defined as “the process of facilitating the movement of individuals withinand between institutions”) has been sketched out in a recent “Annotated Chronology” prepared for the Centennial cele bration by Calvin Crawford. As Crawford candidly concedes, “Pro grams as sleek as aPierce Arrow are evident as are some with unmistakable Edsel characteristics.” It was most active in the ‘sixties, encountered some difficulties in the ‘seventies and early ‘eighties (in 1976 the Chair of the CSS even questioned the need for the Committee), but has recently become actively involved, principallyas an evaluator, with the Commonwealth Partnership Project, a series of institutes in the humanitieswhich was initially sponsored by the deans of twelve Pennsylvania colleges and whose purpose is to“create a blueprint for...collaborative effort between colleges and secondary schools leading to theimprovement of education.” Over the years the principal achievements of the Committee on Schooland College Relations have been timely publications and occasional workshops directly related to itsconcern with effective articulation. Among the most significant, Survey of Space Availability forFreshmen and Transfer Students (whose annual publication, incidentally, has continued to this day),Guide to College Selection, Guide to the Selection of a Secondary School, The Junior College Transfer,The Disadvantaged Student, Recommended School and College Articulation Practices, and q.In 1967, President Laurence McGinley, in an extended progress report on the Association, notedseveral major accomplishments that had flowed from the actions taken by the Trustees since theBowles speech. First, the Association had been kept from fragmenting into its two component partsand, second, “the potential for the welfare of education in our region is now being used in a broaderway than previously, but in a way still related to the evaluation and accredita tion function which theMiddle States alone can perform.” His report stressed that much of the improvement of education inthe Middle States area and better articulation between schools and colleges was the result of the workof the various individuals who served on evaluation teams. And he cited as evidence a Middle Statesdocument which read, “It is understood that the process of evaluation and accreditation is in itselfintended to foster the development of a climate which will be a force in realizing the general purposeof the Association....” In short, he reminded the Association that the evaluation and accreditationfunctions of the two commissions posi tively served the goals that Frank Bowles had proclaimed.Additionally, the Association, which has responsibility for the program at the annual meeting, has triedto select topics which will not only be of interest to the entire membership but which also focus uponsignificant educational issues of the times. A listing of just a few of the programs of the past twenty-fiveyears suggests their relevance—and, additionally, the way in which they directly relate to so many ofthe themes and issues discussed in this Centennial history: “The Changing Nature of the College and
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University and What this Means to the Freshman” (1962), “The Politics of Education” (1969),“Financ ing Education” (1971), “Voluntarism versus Regulation” (1978), “Outcomes Assessment: A New Era in Accreditation” (1979), “Liter acy and Education” (1980), “Accreditation on Trial” (1981),“Inter dependence in Education” (1982), “Voluntary Accreditation and the Law: Alternatives in thePublic Interest” (1984), and “Pursuing Excellence: 99 Years of MSA” (1986).It was in the 1970s that the Association made perhaps its strongest effort to draw its component unitsinto a coherent whole. In 1972 it engaged the consulting firm of Arthur D. Little to conduct anin-depth study of the Association and make recommendations for its future. The report, when issuedearly in 1974, noted that there was a lack of consensus “and even some tension” among both MiddleStates constituent institutions and its leaders about the specific role that the Association should play.Emphasizing, as Frank Bowles had done nearly two decades earlier, that the general objective was to“en courage the achievement of higher quality and to facilitate the development of better workingrelations among the higher institu tions, secondary schools, and other agencies in the Middle States,”the report called for the improvement of articulation—“while institu tions may no longer have an acuteneed for such assistance, students do.” It recommended that both commissions undertake morework shops on specific issues of articulation (such as getting community college graduates into four-year institutions) and suggested that more secondary school representatives serve on the Commission onHigher Education and vice versa. Along the same line, it strongly urged that all the various units of theAssociation be housed together in a common location in the interest of better personal interaction andcommunication and more efficient use of staff and resources.The Association scheduled several study sessions to consider the Little report. Out of these, and otherinternal discussions, did emerge greater efforts at articulation (some already noted in the precedingsections on the two commissions) both between the world of second ary and higher education andwithin the Association itself. The CHE, for example, now included an educator from the secondaryranks, secondary school evaluators served on teams that visited institutions with teacher preparationprograms at the pre-collegiate level or which included pre-collegiate instruction, and efforts were made to bring the two commissions and the trustees regularly together. But the principal response was theappointment of three committees: (1) to study the advisability of entering the area of elementaryeducation (an issue on which the consultants had been somewhat ambiguous), (2) to advise on officeconsolidation and location, and (3) to re-examine the Charter and Bylaws.Two years later, in 1976, the long-sought consolidation was achieved when the Association and thetwo commissions moved into a suite in the Science Center on Market Street in Philadelphia. Butthough there were immediate and obvious benefits to the move, there were also problems andtensions over turf, autonomy and resources. Additionally the trustees and the Commission on HigherEducation became involved in the issue—first raised as a consequence of the Marjorie Websterlawsuit—of whether the commissions had “full and sole freedom” to work directly with governmentagencies or whether the Association, because of its legal liability, had rights of oversight. Eventually, in1980, former Commissioner Ewald B. Nyquist pro duced a paper which, after much discussion, led to a document which satisfied all parties. Since 1976, many problems of internal organiza tion have clearlybeen resolved, but structure committees have continued to work, and the Bylaws, revised in the lightof the Little report and consolidation, have once again been the subject of scrutiny andre-examination. Thus, as of the Centennial celebration year, both the function and composition of theBoard of Trustees remain unsettled. But the mission outlined thirty years ago by Frank Bowles retainsits appeal. As Robert Kirkwood noted in his latest annual report on behalf of the Commission onHigher Education, remedial and developmental programs now exist on virtually every campus and arenot confined to minorities and the disadvantaged. Therefore, he asked, “Is it not time to reexamine the issue and undertake joint explorations between pre-collegiate and postsecondary institutions to findways of solving this critical issue...?”The Committee on School and College Relations has taken on new life with its current involvement inpartnership programs be tween schools and colleges, while a recent president of the Associa tion,Edward J. Bloustein, succeeded in involving the trustees, both commissions and the Committee onSchool and College Relations in extended discussions about the neglect of the study of foreignlanguages at all levels of American education.
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But the major outcome of the Arthur D. Little study, and the discussions that followed it, was thedecision of the trustees of the Association to evaluate and accredit elementary schools. It was not apioneering step since three other regionals were already in the field of primary school accreditation,and the Southern association had enjoyed considerable success with it. Nevertheless, the trusteespro ceeded cautiously. First, there was a feasibility study conducted by John Fisher, the formerpresident of the Columbia University Tea chers’ College, a study which involved a survey of theopinions of some 900 school superintendents. Following Fisher’s report in 1975 the Association sought and gained a grant from the National Study of School Evaluation to conduct a pilot study, and in December of that year John A. Stoops, then Dean of the School of Education at LehighUniversity, was appointed as project director. After another favorable report in 1978 the Trustees acted to create the Assembly on Elemen tary Schools and designated the twenty schools that had gone through the pilot program as charter members of the Assembly. In 1980 Dr. Stoops became the full-time Executive Director.But progress, the Executive Director later reported, was slower and “more sluggish than anticipated byany of the agencies that entered this field in the middle ‘seventies.” Budgets were tight; many state and regional agencies offered “less costly” evaluation services; and many elementary educators remainedsuspicious and questioned the value of accreditation below the secondary level. Finances were aconstant concern, for the nascent Assembly was far from self-sufficient, and its deficits were a drain onthe Association budget. The small size of the staff made it difficult to expand the membership and stillprovide the necessary services. There were also recurrent organ izational problems. In 1982 the trustees proposed combining the Assembly with the Commission on Secondary Schools to create one overallCommission on Schools. But doubts and hesitations arose on all sides at what John Stoops laterdescribed as the “forc[ed] marriage of a groom who was unwilling to a bride who was disinclined.”Then, to continue the Stoops metaphor, “As negotiations developed the groom became belligerent and the bride vowed to remain celibate.” But the plan, for lack of a quorum, was never voted on by themembership of the Association and eventually was withdrawn.Membership increased but slowly—from a few hundred in the late ‘seventies to approximately 800candidates/members in 1985  with the anticipation of adding 100 new schools per year and soonreaching a level of 1000 (out of approximately 12,000 elementary schools in the Middle States region). The number of schools which had completed the accreditation process was, however, considerablysmaller. In 1980, of the 400 members schools only 35 had undergone evaluation and receivedaccreditation, but by 1985 approximately half of the 800 were now fully accredited. In the early stages most of the members were small district systems or free-standing institutions, but the decision of thePittsburgh school district to include all 73 of its elementary schools in an evaluation gave the Assemblyentry into a large urban system.Yet though progress was slow, it was also real. The Assembly leadership, realizing that successdepended on its own efforts—in the words of the Executive Director, “if the Assembly depends onforces from without, it is dead in the water”—developed many new and innovative procedures.Among them were self-study guides for district-wide evaluations, for Catholic schools and, in 1986, forspecial education schools. Workshops for training evaluators were estab lished, and John Stoops wrotetwo handbooks on elementary school evaluation and accreditation. Out of the wreckage of the failedproposal for a Commission on Schools there emerged, at the initiative of both the AES and CSS, theK-12 Committee which has since functioned to evaluate and accredit those institutions which combine elementary and secondary education. Moreover, the Assembly staff believes that, if the recentexperience of other regionals is any criterion, the Assembly—and the Association—may have gainedrather than lost by retaining separate and distinct accreditation units for elementary and secondaryschools. In any event, as the Associa tion reaches its hundredth birthday, and its newest component the tender age of nine, there is confidence that the Assembly, like the Commissions on Secondary Schoolsand on Higher Education, has firmly established the principle that elementary accreditation is “amethod of educational improvement, not a listing of institutional elite.”
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The Princeton ConferenceAnd the Birth of theSelf-Study Process:June 20–21, 1957
Background and Purpose of the Conferenceby Ewald B. NyquistChair of the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
The reason for our meeting here today dates back to 1946 when the Middle States Associationadopted some broad general policies which have undergone extensive refinement in the interim butremain unchanged in substance. Simply stated, and they will be amplified by Mr. Jones later, they areas follows:1. Evaluation of an institution as a total entity2. Re-evaluation of member institutions3. A ten-year period in which to complete re-evaluation of all member institutions4. Evaluation conducted by a team of evaluators drawn from the membership of the Association5. Evaluation of an institution in terms of its purposes and objectives and how well it achievesthem6. The establishment of criteria for evaluation stated qualitatively and under headings ofpurposes and objectives, program, organization, resources, and outcomes7. The development of a questionnaire by an institution preceding an evaluation which allowedfor self-evaluation.
Since 1946 and before 1954, several things happened which led to additional changes.1. A do-it-yourself attitude and technique set in during the post-war years in higher education. Moreseriously, on the basis that improvement which comes from within is more virtuous than that which iscompelled or suggested from without, self-evaluation became a popular means of making change or of reaffirming old truths.The Middle States Association had much to do with promoting this valuable means of analysis. Thecontext giving form to its inception was probably created from the post-war “agonizing reappraisal” ofthe very purpose of higher education; the impingement of management-labor concepts and methodsof industrial organization and administration on higher education; wholesale curricular revisement andexperimentation; the need for new departures in financial support and development; spectacularadvances in the accumulation and application of new knowledge; and the anticipation of vast collegepopulation growth.
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Whatever the causes, higher education has put more emphasis on introspection and soul-searching inthis last decade than in most comparable periods. This emphasis has been reflected in theCommission’s policies and practices. In 1946, self-evaluation as a part of the process of accrediting and re-affirmation of accreditation wasconsidered as permissive and an anticipated by-product of the entire procedure.In 1946, in answer to the question from the floor, when new departures were being proposed, ifcolleges and universities were to be permitted to do a self-evaluation before they were visited, FrankH. Bowles, former Chairman of this Commission, answered as follows:“That opportunity is always open. We should hope that it would be done. That is one of thereasons for making available an inspection schedule well in advance.”Today, while self-evaluation is still permissive, the Commission places a heavy emphasis on the process as one of the most important parts of our procedures, if not the most important. Our documents makeit almost impossible for an institution to avoid self-analysis, in one form or another.2. The second change which has taken place during the last ten years has been the re-organization ofthe Commission itself in several aspects. Since 1946, the membership of the Commission has increased from 12 to 15. An Executive Committee was created to enable the Commission to conduct its workefficiently. An Executive Secretary was employed in order to cope with mounting responsibilities, andagain, to enable the Commission to conduct its work efficiently, and to achieve in greater measure itspurpose to improve higher education.3. Thirdly, accrediting at large came in for national and concentrated attention. Also, the Association of American Universities abandoned its accrediting program. Numerous opportunities arose forcooperative effort with other accrediting agencies and agencies concerned accrediting and requiredconsiderable involvement of the Commission’s personnel. One consequence has been formalizedagreements with several professional accrediting agencies which provide for mutual exchange ofconfidential information, collaboration in evaluations, and common questionnaires when practicable.Another important result is that regional accrediting agencies have emerged as the important nucleusfor all other accrediting activity.4. A fourth change has been in the criteria defining eligibility of an institution for an evaluation andhence membership in the Association. In 1921, when Middle States accrediting began, only 4-yearliberal arts colleges were qualified. Gradually other types of institutions were included: Engineeringinstitutions in 1927, classical junior colleges in 1932, and teachers colleges in 1937, all in separateaccredited lists.It was not until the 1940s that any institution with a program containing two years of liberal arts, wasconsidered eligible. In 1954, on the basis that the Association existed to assist and improve highereducation at large, the Commission moved to include all other professional, technical, and specializedinstitutions at the level of higher education so long as their programs provided, emphasized, or restedupon, liberal (general) education. Thus was the last quantitative criterion of the Commissioneliminated, and thus, too, was the burden of the Commission increased.To give you an indication of the growth in the membership of the Association, let me state that in1921, there were 60 charter members and today there are 250. From 1921 to 1931, the membershipincreased 75%. From 1931 to 1941, the increase was about 35%, and the same increase of 35%occurred between 1951 and 1951. Since 1951, the increase has been 30%. It looks as if this decadethrough 1961 will provide the largest increase in the membership since the first decade. There areseveral good reasons for so which I shall report on later.5. A fifth change which has occurred in the last decade has been the basis of support for theCommission’s operations. In 1952, the dues were changed from $40 and $15 for four-year institutionsand junior colleges, respectively, to the following scale: $50 for junior collages, $100 for colleges anduniversities with a total enrollment of 1,000 and under, and $150 for institutions with an enrollment of over 1,000. Our accumulated deficit since 1953 has been about $5.00!
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6. A final change which has occurred in the last decade has been increased communication from theCommission to its membership through various means. Perhaps more needs to be done in thisconnection by the Commission. I wish only to report that substantial improvements have been madeover the years.Since 1954The foregoing review was deliberately restricted to the period 1946-1954. In 1954, looking towards the completion of the first cycle of re-evaluation in 1950, the Commissionadopted a proposal for a self-evaluation of its own policies and practices which would involverepresentatives of the membership. There are several parts to this process of self-analysis:1. We have been successful in formalizing many of the Commission’s policies and proceduresand in publishing them.2. Fuller development of the plan envisaged in 1946 has been accomplished, calling forpublished documents embodying good standards and practices in the main areas of anyinstitution’s operations.3. The provision for increased consultative services to our membership.4. Improved organization of the Commission to enable it to conduct its work efficiently. Formed were two important standing committees: (a) a Committee on Follow-up Activities which assiststhe Commission in analyzing Reports of Progress from our member institutions, and (b) aCommittee on Evaluation Reports which again assists the Commission in reviewing evaluationreports submitted by our Visiting Committees. These two committees are advisory only.5. An annual meeting of the membership was devoted to a program soliciting suggestions forimprovement of the main policies governing the Commission’s work. I can report here that themembership in 1954 had no serious criticism of the way the Commission has been operating.Preferential votes for reconsidering the idea of re-evaluating member institutions and the tenyear re-evaluation cycle were fewest of all. The areas which received the heaviest indication ofconcern were cooperative relationships with specialized accrediting agencies, research, andcontinued development of self-evaluation techniques and our questionnaire. I report thesethings to you simply to complete the record. It does not mean that we cannot re-examine thesepolicies at this conference.6. At our annual meetings we have attempted to introduce workshops in order to create greateruniformity in the procedures of committee evaluation and to create greater understandingamongst our constituency of our various policies and practices.7. Finally, I should report that our questionnaires have been reviewed often and substantialchanges made for the purpose of stimulating self-evaluation more than simple reporting of factsout of context.In 1954, the conference we are holding today was envisaged as a necessary part of our self-analysis. At the close of this report, I shall review with you the purpose of our meeting and the status of thisgroup.
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Attitudes on AccreditingBefore I come to the conclusion of this report on the background and the purposes of our meeting,perhaps it might be wise to give you a brief account of some basic viewpoints on accrediting which are held by and large, I believe, by your Commission.1. Accrediting can be defined as the formal recognition of an institution based on an analysis of themerits of its operations. More important, however, the single function of your Commission is to helpimprove the quality of higher education in this region. Our viewpoint is that accreditation is simply ameans to that end. It is not important of itself, but only as a stimulus to institutional improvement andas a recognition of sound achievement by those who are in the best position to assess it—mature,experienced colleagues.The concern of the Commission, therefore, is not to restrict the accredited list but to enlarge it bydoing everything possible to aid institutions become worthy of inclusion in it; but since theCommission is responsible for accreditation, it must handle it honestly. It is determined, at the sametime, to use it as a constructive force.2. The Commission is a creature of our colleges and universities. As such it must be responsive to thewishes of the membership. It is not some stern, brooding, inaccessible omnipresence in the academicsky, hovering in aloofness over higher education, held suspended only with providential assistance, and impressing a matrix of standardization on all that comes within its purview.The Commission has an invisible means of support but not of this nature.3. The Middle States Association is a form of voluntary cooperation and self-government. As such, thisaccrediting agency, typical of others, is an American phenomenon, a necessary adjunct to oureducational effort, and probably, in combined terms of diversity, quantity, and general competence ofmember institutions, unmatched.Loosely controlled by local boards of governance, colleges and universities have a great deal offreedom but this freedom is not just “plain freedom period,” meaning that colleges can do as theyplease. Freedom without values only “creates latitude for error,” as someone has pointed out.In order to exercise the freedom granted to colleges and universities, and conversely in order not tolose control to outside authority, colleges and universities banded together in various ways to formaccrediting societies. In substitution for external restraint and to show their appreciation of theresponsibilities of liberty, colleges themselves provided various forms of self-control in order to ensurethat a least minimum standards of academic performance would be maintained and in order to assurethe public, and each other, that colleges could be trusted with the liberty granted to them to work outtheir own destinies and to achieve educational maturity and competence. This, then, can be conceived of as a public responsibility.Accrediting as I see it, then, is designed in part to help some institutions accelerate the process bywhich they achieve maturity and maintain competence; for others it is a matter of making better,institutions already adjudged to be good.4. Highly competent institutions may question the necessity for accrediting, at least insofar as it pertains to them. The attitude of the Commission is that the best of our institutions, if only on a noblesse obligebasis, are obligated through this additional Middle States means to reveal standards and procedures for distinguished work, thereby performing a service to the whole community of higher education.On the other hand, the Commission has had a few occasions, often invited, to challenge thecontentments of high competence.
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Unaccredited InstitutionsA word should be said about the number of unaccredited institutions of higher learning in the MiddleStates territory. By an inaccurate but probably conservative count, there are at the present timesomething like 100 to 150 institutions in our territory which are eligible for an evaluation. And manymore will be created in the next decade and one-half.In the State of New York with which I have some deeper acquaintance, just since 1950, 30 institutionshave been chartered by the Regents or created by statutory provisions. Of these, only 4 have recentlybecome members of the Middle States Association. The State of New York, in creating new institutionsof one kind and another, averages about four per year.For sometime to come, we can expect a substantial number of new institutions seeking accreditation,perhaps 10 to 15 per year. These will be comprised of the following groups of institutions:1. Community colleges and technical institutes, offering programs two or three years induration. Many more of these will come into existence in the years ahead. A substantial number already exist and are not yet accredited.2. Roman Catholic seminaries, both major and minor3. An odd number of other types of junior colleges, usually private4. Specialized institutions in the fine and applied arts5. Four-year institutions for lay students, under religious auspices6. A miscellaneous group of professional and specialized institutions, usually private, graduate or undergraduateIn addition, we can expect to see a few two-year institutions, usually under private auspices, becoming four-year institutions. In the case of member institutions, at the present time, a re-evaluation isrequired.I have made these estimates since it is important to know what our burden of evaluation could be inthe future in connection with institutions which are not yet members.Purpose of the ConferenceAs I stated earlier, this conference was envisaged in 1954 by the Commission’s action.We met here to review the policies and practices of the Commission on Institutions of HigherEducation and to make recommendations for their improvement and/or reaffirmation, to theCommission. Thus the conference is advisory.The Commission will have a special meeting early in the Fall to review the report of this conference.One of two things will then occur at the November meeting of the full Association: (a) Should there beno substantive changes in the policies and procedures, meaning that they are re-affirmed, then suchfact will be reported to the Association; (b) Should there be important changes in our policies, then the full Association will be asked to give them their approval.At any rate, whatever the outcome in the way of either new or reaffirmed policies, they would become effective for all institutions beginning the academic year, 1958-59.
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We have four broad questions to answer. They are contained on the program which has beendistributed to you. They are as follows:1. Has the re-evaluation process for member institutions been worth its cost in time and moneyto the institution concerned?2. If the process is retained in substantially its present form, how can it be made more useful tothe institution?3. Would the substitution of some other project be more valuable to our member institutions?4. What should the Commission’s general program be after the current re-evaluation cycle?As far as the Commission is concerned, the discussion may range in the extreme, from the possibility of abolishing our accrediting function to the one of re-affirming and retaining intact, our present practices.On behalf of the Commission, may I say how grateful we are to all the participants for their willingnessto devote their time and effort in a worthy cause. It is my trust that this conference will becharacterized by the same virtues customarily reflected in the meetings of the Commission: candor,congenial fellowship and good humor. May I exercise some of the latter and lead off this conferencewith a reference to an article in The American Scholar by Martin ten Hoor, the Dean of the Universityof Alabama, which begins with these paragraphs of well-turned phrases. I have used them effectively in the past.“There is the recent popularity of educational surveys. Most states and many institutions haveexperienced several. I have lived through eleven without noticeable improvement in myself ormy neighbors. Note the procedure and the technique, for there you will fine the moral. Thesurveyors are always from another state or another institution. This is in accordance with thewell-known principle that an expert is an ordinary person who is away from home. Theseoutsiders are brought in because of their objectivity, objectivity being the capacity fordiscovering faults abroad which you cannot recognize at home. To be a good educationalsurveyor…you must have a sharp eye for foreign motes, but a dull one for domestic beams. You must be a contented extrovert, so that after diagnosing the faults of others you can continue tolive in perfect comfort with your own.“It does seem to me that these days there are too many leaders and too few followers; too many preachers and too few sinners—self-conscious sinners, that is. If this were an illustrated article Iwould insert at this point a wonderful cartoon I saw not long ago. A little boy was asking anobviously astounded and embarrassed father, ‘But if we’re here to help others, what are theothers here for?’ Nobody has time these days to improve himself, so busy is he with attempts toimprove his neighbor. There is something wrong with that equation. It seems to me that it istime to try to balance it. I suggest that this can be done by shifting some weight from one side to the other, by shifting the emphasis from social improvement to self-improvement. I suggest thatover the door of every academic cubicle there should hang the sign which Thoreau had overthe door of his hut: ‘My destiny mended here, not yours’.”Later on Mr. ten Hoor closes with this comment:“This absorbing concern for the improvement of one’s neighbors is undoubtedly a product ofcivilization. It is doubtful if primitive man worried much about it. The cannibal, in fact,represents the other extreme. He uses his neighbor solely for his own improvement.”
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Analysis of Discussion at the Conference onMiddle States Evaluation Policies and ProceduresJune 20-21, 1957, at Princeton, New Jersey
Twenty-seven persons who had extensive recent experience with Middle States evaluation work metby invitation of the Association’s Commission on Institutions of Higher Education on June 20-21, 1957, at the Nassau Tavern, Princeton, New Jersey, to assess the results of the Commission1s activities in thepast decade and to advise the Commission and Association on its program after completion of thecurrent evaluation cycle.The members of the conference were:* Ewald B. Nyquist, Deputy Commissioner of Education for the State of New York, Chairman ofthe Commission and of this conference* Edward K. Cratsley, Vice President, Swarthmore College* Finla G. Crawford, Vice Chancellor, Syracuse UniversityAlfred D. Donovan, Vice President, Seton Hall UniversityPresident Wilson H. Elkins, University of MarylandPresident Calvet N. Ellis, Juniata College* Millard E. Gladfelter, Provost of Temple University and Vice Chairman of the CommissionPresident Paul S. Havens, Wilson CollegePresident Martin D. Jenkins, Morgan State CollegeF. Taylor Jones, Executive Secretary of the CommissionPresident Otto Klitgord, New York City Community College of Applied Arts and SciencesPresident Katharine McBride, Bryn Mawr CollegePresident Robert W. McEwen, HamiIton College* Rev. L. J. McGinley, S. J., President of Fordham University and Secretary of the Commission* Albert E. Meder, Jr., Dean of Administration, Rutgers UniversityPresident Frederic K. Miller, Lebanon Valley College* Mother E. M. 0’Byrne, President of Manhattanville College of the Sacred HeartClaude E. Puffer, Vice Chancellor, University of BuffaloRev. William G. Ryan, President of Seton Hill College* E. Kenneth Smiley, Vice President of Lehigh University and President of the AssociationPresident Donnal V. Smith, Cortland, N. Y., State Teachers CollegeBrother E. Stanislaus, President, LaSalle CollegePresident Clara M. Tead, Briarcliff CollegeDean Winton Tolles, Hamilton CollegePresident William Van Note, Clarkson College of TechnologyPresident Roscoe L. West, Trenton, N. J., State Teachers College
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President Mortin D. Whitaker, Lehigh University, Secretary-treasurer of the NotionalCommission on Accrediting* Members of the Middle States Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
Mr. Nyquist reviewed the history and policies of Middle States accrediting and the purpose andadvisory function of the conference, and Mr. Jones outlined the Commission’s current materials andprocess. The ensuing discussions and suggestions will be summarized under the four basic questionswith which the conference was concerned, without attribution since concurrence on many points wasgeneral.The conference was concerned primarily, but not exclusively, with the periodic re-evaluation ofmember institutions.I. Has the re-evaluation process for member institutions been worth its cost intime and money to the institution concerned?It evidently was to the four institutions whose presidents had been requested to report in detail (LaSalle College, Morgan State College, New York City Community College of Applied Arts and Sciences,University of Maryland). The evaluations were credited with bringing about or speeding up neededinternal reorganization and revision of academic and instructional policies, increasing the faculty’sunderstanding and morale, and in some instances with enabling the president to obtain substantiallylarger appropriations. The results were called “gratifying,” “invaluable,” “revolutionary.”There was no attempt to generalize from these remarks, but no one expressed a contrary opinion, andthe consensus at the end of the conference that the Commission should continue its evaluationprogram suggests general agreement with the reporters. The repeated remark that more time of morepeople should be invested in the self-evaluation indicates that the burden on the institution’s staff isnot begrudged.There was lengthy discussion of the willingness and ability of the member institutions to continue tosupply the high-level manpower necessary to constitute the evaluation teams, especially as theprogram grows with the increasing number of new applicants. The value to the individual is evident.The reflected value to his employing institution is less tangible. At the end of this part of theconversation there seemed no general serious doubt that the manpower is available. Some felt wehave not yet really topped our potential.The present policy of asking people to serve not more than once a year under ordinary circumstanceswas endorsed and will be continued. One speaker’s point that no member of a staff or faculty ought to be used too continuously lest it place him in a false position among his colleagues and even tendtoward a sort of professionalism was received with interest. Obviously no small team should containtwo people from the same institution, yet this does sometimes happen when some of its members areappointed by cooperating agencies. 
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II. If the process is retained in substantially its present form, how can it be mademore useful to the institution?Many of the suggestions can be grouped under one of four heads, three of which look towardintensifying present practices:  
1. Continue to emphasize self-evaluation.Recognition of the role of the institution itself in the evaluation and of the function and ability of theMiddle States process to stimulate self-evaluation and turn it in a constructive direction was implicit inthe consideration of all the proposals to modify the process, and was frequently expressed. Thereappeared to be no disposition to question the premise that since the real benefit to the institution must come from within, the entire process must be designed first of all to help the institution discover,analyze, and cope with its own problems. The questionnaire and visit give form and urgency to theself-evaluation, the team’s report reinforces or balances it, and the Commission’s action recognizes thequality of performance and promise of continued effectiveness it reveals.Several of those who had recently directed their own self-evaluation, including some whose institutions had done the work most thoroughly, said they wished they had started even earlier and had drawnmore of the staff, faculty people, and students into it, for their own good. They had found that thevalue of the total project depends largely on the extent to which it is used as an occasion for andmeans of comprehensive internal analysis, criticism, planning, and staff education, and that even theyhad not taken this part seriously enough.   Two reasons were touched upon: failure to realize the potential value of full staff participation in aninstitutional self-evaluation, and misconception of its nature—thinking of it as a study for the MiddleStates Association rather than as a study for the institution’s own benefit; which of course means thatthe nature and purpose of the whole enterprise has not quite been grasped. It must be given clearerand more emphatic expression.   The Commission was also encouraged to continue developing and improving the Questionnaire Guide as an instrument for critical self-evaluation, as it has been doing, rather than as the older type of device for collecting data. Its function is to help the institution appraise, criticize, and strengthen its own work, not defend it. The factual and statistical information required should be only that which the institutionitself needs to understand its operations and plan their improvement. A good questionnaire shouldstimulate continuous self-evaluation.   
2. Center attention on instruction rather than on organization, administration, finance, or facilities.The logical necessity of focusing the evaluation primarily on the institution’s performance of the workfor which it exists is as clear as is the difficulty of doing so. The conferees felt that the Commissionshould explore and use all possible ways of giving it this orientation. Suggestions included a shift ofemphasis in the questionnaire, more flexible use of it, a larger number and proportion of evaluators for the program area, especially in liberal arts, in even the small teams, the employment of more teachingfaculty members as evaluators, and more experimenting with such techniques as observation ofteaching and student interviewing.   The size, balance, and personnel of the team came in for extended discussion. The organizational andadministrative side of the institution is so much easier to get at that the older “inspection” patterntended to concentrate on them, and we have not quite freed ourselves from that preoccupation. Theycannot be neglected, but they need to be studied as devices for facilitating instruction and researchinstead of as important in themselves. The team members who have special competence in finance,plant, and library, for instance, ought not be permitted to isolate themselves and confine their attention to those parts of the institution. They should range widely in their observations and conversations,
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being more interested in the service/use/ and effect on instruction than in systems, charts, andtechniques.Perhaps it would be better not to stipulate areas of responsibility so sharply in announcing teammemberships. The list might be headed in quite a new way, suggesting the relating of all the areas ofevaluation to the instructional program. The chairman could be given more information in advanceabout his team members’ experience and left free to guide them in such a way as to ensure coveragewith the desired kind of balance.   Some members of the conference remarked that the increasingly important area of student personnelservices has often had insufficient attention. There was agreement that clear provision should be madefor covering it as part of the educational program.
3. Complete the transformation of the evaluation report into a constructively critical documentfor the use of the institution, growing out of a cooperative analysis of its work.The realization that the report should be written for the institution rather than for the Commission ischanging the thinking of our teams. Despite occasional lapses, the reports of the past two or three years have usually been more suitable for faculty as well as presidential use than previously. The Commission has found them no less useful for accreditation purposes, especially since they are alwayssupplemented by the chairman’s oral presentation when the report is considered for Commissionaction. The conference members viewed this as a logical and proper development.   The aim can be achieved only if three conditions are present: the visitors must think of themselves asconsultants rather than as inspectors; the institution must accept them in this spirit and deal candidlywith them; and the evaluators must form and test their judgments in close communication with theresponsible personnel of the institution.   Instilling the desired attitude within the team is the team chairman’s job, backed by the most forcefulliterature and instructions the Commission can provide. Two new devices for helping him to do so arethe workshop for evaluators which was conducted in connection with the Association’s November1956 Convention, and the workshops for chairmen and team members projected for November 1957.The institution’s attitude is influenced by the Commission’s printed materials and public statements; by the preparatory visits and communications of the Executive Secretary; and by the personalexperience of its staff members who are invited to serve on Middle States teams. One hundredthirty-seven member institutions, which is 55% of the total number, were represented in the 1955-56and 1956-57 teams, and the spread is increasing.   Factual errors, biased interpretations, and unfounded generalizations become serious matters whenwide circulation of a report has been promised. Various familiar ways or guarding against them werereviewed in the conference. The visitors should talk with a wide variety of people, and invariablyshould check their findings and interpretations with the responsible person in the area concernedbefore they leave the campus. They should listen more than talk—this injunction was repeated sooften at the conference that evidently it needs more attention. They should avoid minutiae and obiterdicta, both in conversation and in writing. They should never presume to instruct the institution or take doctrinaire positions.Certain new techniques were discussed also. The growing practice of sending a draft of the report tothe president of the institution for criticism before it is duplicated was not only commended but urgedas standard practice. It requires close timing, which the Executive Secretary was directed to facilitate,and precise mutual understanding of the respective roles of the president and the chairman, lest theresult be to water down the report by avoiding things which should be said or blurring criticisms orrecommendations which should be incisive. There was ample testimony that such untoward effects can be prevented and the report significantly strengthened through review by the president before thefinal editing.
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An innovation in mechanics which has been tried a few times for other reasons has some of the sameimplications. In these cases the team chairman has arranged to have the institution mimeograph histeam’s report instead of doing it himself, since he did not have proper facilities for it and would havehad to use a commercial firm at considerable cost to the institution.The conferees felt this was a promising idea. It relieves the heavily burdened chairman of one chore,and it brings the widely varying cost of duplicating under control. But it also gives the report to theinstitution before it is published and before the Commission acts on it. The conference did not appearto find this objectionable, but it does alter the three-cornered relationship among the team, theinstitution, and the Commission. On the other hand it is consistent with the consultation-reportconcept, and the relationship has been altered anyhow, for the better in the opinion of theconference, by the president’s work on the draft.Another suggestion was that the Executive Secretary might have the report duplicated, the chairman’sresponsibility being to supply him with a clean copy. This procedure would be quite acceptable, butwould be rather expensive, since the Executive Secretary would have to have the job donecommercially.It has long been standard practice to conclude the evaluation visit with a “round-up” conference of the team in which the positions to be taken in the written report are defined and agreed upon, followedby a final conference between the chairman and the president, plus whomever else they invite, inwhich the chairman gives the president an oral preview of the team’s findings and recommendations.The workshop members agreed that these final conferences in some form are essential, and that theconcluding interview with the president must not be a one-way lecture—it needs to be a conversationabout the team’s views, with plenty of opportunity for questioning, explanation, and debate. Theworkshop heard with interest that in several instances this year and last the two final sessions weretelescoped into one. The president was invited to attend and participate in the long, frank, crucial, and heretofore private “round-up” meeting of the team members where their conflicting views arethreshed out and the nature and content of the report are formulated. The chairmen who had tried itreported that it had proved in these selected instances a most stimulating and fruitful experience. Theconference showed no disposition to endorse the procedure for general use, but neither did thereseem to be any sharp reaction against its experimental employment under appropriate circumstances.  
4. Allow the Commission when desirable to design the re-evaluation procedure for memberinstitutions individually, adapting it to the needs and welfare of the institution.This is the one radical change the conference proposed. The feeling was that the experience gained inthe present program and the direction in which it is developing justify the Commission inexperimenting with procedures shaped to meet the needs of particular institutions, especially ofestablished members of the Association. The conference did not spell out the details, but had nodifficulty in agreeing on several principles:a) The re-evaluation idea is sound. It should be continued, and should apply in an appropriatebut not necessarily identical way to all member institutions at periodic intervals.b) The evolving present procedures will probably continue to serve best for many, perhapsmost, institutions, but the Commission should be free to modify them at its discretion to meetthe circumstances and needs of individual colleges and universities.c) The process in any case should emphasize continuing institutional self-evaluation, shouldinvolve a positive relationship with the Commission, and should include the kind of interchangeof experience and views on the part of a variety of persons which the team visits now offer.d) When other studies of an institution’s operations are available and relevant, a Middle Statesevaluation program should take advantage of them.e) Normal procedures should be modified only in consultation with the institution concerned.
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A number of detailed suggestions for improving our present practices emerged during the conferences,in addition to the policy matters summarized above. They concerned: The TeamIts personnel should be drawn from institutions reflecting the type and competence of theone being visited, yet should include persons with a variety of backgrounds and points ofview. (The conference did not indicate just how these somewhat mutually exclusiverequirements are to be met.) The members should be encouraged to study the Middle States documents thoroughly before the visit. The documents themselves should be made asconcise as possible, to facilitate their use.The ChairmanThe preliminary visits to the institutions many of the chairmen have been making, several weeks or months before the team’s trip, are most useful to both parties. They aidorientation, allay tensions, and should be encouraged. Either on such a visit or by letter the chairman should have a precise understanding with the president as to detailedarrangements for the team, and that time consuming social entertainment will be kept to a minimum.The Host FacultyThe faculty and the trustees of the institution to be visited need thorough briefing on thepurpose and procedures of the team, and what they can do to help the team get a fair viewand to gain the greatest benefit for the institution. A member of the conference spoke also of the possibility of inviting the chairman of the team to return the fall after the visit to discussthe report at a faculty meeting. His status would be that of a consultant, inasmuch as theteam would have been discharged and he could not speak for the Commission. On theother hand it is unfortunately still true that some faculties never see the Middle States report.Cooperating AgenciesFull participation in the team conferences is desirable. The habit of some groups to sendonly one representative to team meetings does not achieve the full purpose.TimeThere appeared to be no general disposition to lengthen Middle States visits. Few challenged the statement that three days are enough even for complex institutions.The CommissionSeveral expressed the wish that more could be done to make generally available theCommission’s observations of good institutional practice. Publication of lists of institutionswhich have been notably successful in various aspects of their work was suggested.Paralleling the questionnaire step by step with sample responses by good but differinginstitutions was mentioned; and issuing lists of people available as consultants. It was pointed out that the Commission is engaged in an extended project of describing good practices inits series of new documents, of which the recent ones on trustees and on women in highereducation are examples. The questionnaire proposal seemed rather elaborate. The idea ofpublishing lists of consultants, it was reported, was considered three or four years ago butwas abandoned in favor of offering names privately to inquiring presidents, a service whichwas announced and which has been used rather widely.
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III. Would the substitution of some other project for the re-evaluation programbe more valuable for our member institutions?Apparently not, in the view of the conference. Ways of altering and strengthening the present workwere discussed, and possible new areas of interest were suggested, but nothing was offered to take theplace of the Commission’s evaluation and re-evaluation activities.  Two approaches which differ from current procedures were opened for discussion. One was toemphasize self-evaluation to such an extent that team visits would be used only occasionally, whenpreliminary information indicated particular need for them. Member institutions might be asked tomake comprehensive reports periodically; or might be requested to report annually on a certain phaseof their work. But little interest was shown in ideas which involve surrendering regular team visits. A good deal was said about their direct value to the institution and also about their importance asalmost a unique means of widespread and intimate exchange of experience and points of view.Another radical question asked whether the premise is valid that using a large number of voluntaryevaluators produces better overall results and benefit than employment of a few full-time paidspecialists, men and women on leave for the purpose, or perhaps retired administrators. There seemed little desire to debate it.  A new opportunity for service, which reaches back to the first subject of association concerning highschool-college relations, was projected in the thought that the Commission might do somethingpractical about the multiple-application problem. Mr. Smiley predicted that a clearing house of somesort will ultimately have to be established. It may not be the function of the Middle States Associationto provide it,  but we might well contribute to the thinking and negotiating which must precede asolution. Mr. Smiley also suggested that the Association might be helpful in standardizing meanings forvarious forms of nomenclature involving financial assistance.IV. What should the Commission’s general program be after the currentre-evaluation cycle?The Commission’s problem, as Mr. Cratsley summed it up, is how best to combine the values ofself-evaluation with those of group evaluation in the service of our institutions of higher education. Wewant to retain and promote both. Self-evaluation should be continuous, but there is also the group-self comprised of the community of institutions which has its own functions of creating standards,disciplining itself, and cross-fertilizing its members’ thinking.  The conference agreed that the present process as it is evolving and improving serves well for initialaccreditation; and that some form of periodic re-evaluation is desirable for member institutions. There-evaluation process should be adapted to the needs and interests of particular institutions, shouldpromote self-analysis, and should continue to provide means and opportunities for personal contactsand exchange of views. Instruction, not administration, should be the focal point in all evaluations. These opinions will be presented in greater detail to the Commission to assist it in preparingrecommendations for the Association’s attention in November 1957.
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The Ten Theses ofF. Taylor Jones
  1. Institutional evaluation and accreditation by non-governmental agencies must be made availableat once to all secondary, post-secondary, and higher education institutions, includingoccupational and technical institutions, trade schools, and proprietary schools.  2. Institutions should be evaluated and accredited by their peers. Immediate agreements areneeded to allocate responsibilities among accrediting agencies. The Federation6 should workwith the Interim Council in negotiating them.  3. The primary role of the regional associations is the accreditation of non-profit institutions whichinclude among their offerings programs which provide, emphasize, or rest upon generaleducation. Accreditation of other kinds of institutions should be relinquished to their peergroups.  4. The regional associations and commissions should vigorously aid, support, encourage, andcooperate with the organizations which evaluate and accredit other aspects of education.  5. It is time for the regional commissions of higher education to eliminate the major barrier to theireffectiveness by combining and centralizing their policy formation, their operating procedures,and the authenticating of their accrediting actions.  6. The regional commissions for higher education should provide program accrediting withininstitutional accrediting when institutions want it and are prepared to pay for it.  7. Institutional accrediting should shift its attention from student preparation to studentachievement after admission.  8. Accreditation requires professionally qualified, mature, disinterested judgment. Lay persons andstudents can participate by the provision of source material for evaluation.  9. The public has a right to know more than the accredited status of the institution.10. Accreditation agencies must scrupulously observe due process in respect of the institutionsconcerned in altering accreditation requirements and in individual accrediting actions.
F. Taylor Jones7January 1, 1970
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6 Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions in Higher Education (FRACHE)
7 F. Taylor Jones was the first full-time Executive Secretary (now called President) of the Commission onHigher Education, serving from 1953 to 1970.
